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Abstract 
A three-dimensional micromagnetic model is described which predicts the equi-
librium magnetization states of magnetite, one of the most common natural 
magnetic minerals. Solutions are presented for cubic, octahedral and irregu-
larly shaped grains and their stability to external magnetic fields studied. Two 
aspects of the model make it more powerful than previous models. Firstly, a 
Fourier transform algorithm has been developed which reduces the number of 
calculations from 0(N 2 ) to 0(N log N), where N is the number of elementary 
magnetization vectors. Secondly, the model is implemented on a parallel com-
puter which reduces the computation time by a factor of approximately 1/(4N), 
where N = 16000 is the number of processors. 
Cubic and octahedral grains smaller than d = 0.071Lm, where d is the width 
of grain, occupy uniform magnetization states. However Néel's relaxation theory 
predicts that these single-domain (SD) states are only stable to thermal fluctu- 
ations in grains larger than d 	0.045im. Therefore SD states are only stable 
over a narrow size range suggesting that a significant percentage of remanence in 
magnetic minerals resides in grains larger than 0.07/Lm. 
Between 0.07/-Lm and 0.1gm grains can occupy either flower states or vortex 
states. The magnetization in flower states is mostly uniform but with some 
deflection at the corners of the grain. Vortex states are characterized by a circular 
magnetization pattern which rotates around a line running through the centre of 
the grain. For cubic grains, vortex states are lower energy states than SD states 
for all grain sizes. However for octahedral grains, vortex states are energetically 
favourable only in grains larger than 0.11gm. Hysteresis simulations show that 
vortex states can predict remanences which are 1/4 of those predicted by SD 
theory and coercivities which are 2/3. These results are important in showing 
how a gradual transition in the bulk magnetic properties of magnetite, from SD 
states to multi-domain states can occur. 
Flower states are unstable in grains larger than 0.1/m and grains between 
0.2/am and 1m can occupy one of several different vortex states, each one of 
which is a separate local energy minimum state. The model predicts that the 
high values of saturation remanence and coercivity measured experimentally in 
grains in this size range are due to grains occupying high energy vortex states 
with an associated high magnetic moment. There is a gradual transition from 
vortex states in grains below 1tm to multi-domain states in grains larger than 
1gm. During this transition vortices become localized features which can nucleate 
domain walls. 
Domain states in cubic grains smaller than 4im are characterised by separate 
surface and interior domains. In the interior of the grain the magnet ocryst alline 
anisotropy controls the magnetization to align along the easy (111) directions. 
At the surface of the grain the magnetostatic energy controls the magnetization 
to align parallel to the surface in order to reduce the number of magnetic surface 
charges. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy then aligns these surface domains in 
the (110) directions. The direction of the magnetization in octahedral grains is 
controlled by a shape anisotropy which aligns domains in the intermediate (110) 
directions throughout the grain. 
Simulations of Bitter patterns on the modelled domain structures suggest that 
any experimentally observed Bitter patterns on magnetite grains smaller than 
d 4m will not be related to either the surface or interior domain structures. 
The magneto crystalline anisotopy controls the magnetization in iron to align in 
the (100) directions throughout the grain and because of this cubic grains of iron 
occupy lamellar two-dimensional domain states. Furthermore, simulated Bitter 
patterns of 1m cubic grains of iron image the domains walls clearly and thus 
represent the magnetization state of the whole grain. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 
The most effective recorders of the intensity and direction of the geomagnetic field 
are magnetic minerals which occupy single-domain (SD) magnetization states. 
These SD states are dominated by the exchange coupling which forces neigh-
bouring atomic moments to align parallel to each other resulting in the maxi-
mum magnetic moment. However the size range over which grains occupying SD 
states are able to maintain a recording over geological timescales is very narrow. 
Thermal activation destroys the remanence carrying capabilities of grains smaller 
than the superparamagnetic threshold size (d5 ) and grains larger than the critical 
size (d0 ) occupy non-uniform magnetization states. These non-uniform states are 
dominated by the long-range magnetostatic energy which favours non-coherent 
magnetization states with flux closure. Stacey (1963) referred to non-uniform 
magnetization states which occur in grains slightly larger than d0 as pseudo-
single-domain (PSD) states. Although the total magnetic moment of any non-
uniform state is necessarily less than that of a SD state, PSD states with high 
moments have been postulated. In addition PSD states are still thought to be 
stable enough to successfully record the geomagnetic field over geological periods. 
For magnetite, the most common natural magnetic mineral the size range 
over which SD states are stable is between d 	0.045m and d0 	O.O7im. 
However Stacey (1963) found that the grain size distributions of optically visible 
magnetite in igneous rocks generally peaks at approximately 1/-m and because of 
this concluded that the predominant carriers of remanence were PSD grains. It is 
therefore important to understand the parameters which control the stability of 
magnetic remanence in these PSD grains in order to reliably interpret recordings 
of the geomagnetic field by magnetic minerals. This chapter introduces palaeo-
magnetism, rock magnetism, micromagnetism, describes the aims of the project 
and presents a thesis plan. 
1 
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1.1 Palaeomagnetism 
Palaeomagnetism is based on recovering the intensity and direction of an ancient 
geomagnetic field and was first utilized in reconstructing the movements of con-
tinental plates. Despite the obvious similarity of the coastlines of South Amer-
ica and Africa, the continental drift hypothesis postulated by Wegener (1922) 
was mostly ignored by North American geologists for 40 years, although less so 
by European geologists such as Holmes (1928). The development of palaeomag-
netism played a key role in producing experimental data which would confirm the 
continental drift hypothesis. Assuming the Earth's magnetic field has remained 
essentially dipolar and that the geomagnetic field has been axially aligned when 
averaged over tens of thousands of years the palaeolatitude at which a particular 
sample cooled through its Curie temperature can be obtained from the direction 
of fossil magnetizations. By mapping out apparent polar wander (APW) paths, 
defined as a series of palaeolatitudes for rocks of different ages it became evident 
that the continents had moved large distances. In addition different continents 
showed different APW paths implying that relative movement between continents 
had occurred. Although palaeomagnetism essentially confirmed the continental 
drift hypothesis and in particular vindicated the palaeolatitudes which Wegener 
deduced on palaeoclimatic grounds, continental drift had still been largely unac-
cepted until 1960. This was largely because no plausible mechanisms had been 
proposed which did not involve deep rooted continents 'sailing' though oceanic 
crust. 
Continental drift became plausible only after Dietz (1961) proposed the sea 
floor spreading hypothesis to explain how ocean basins form and evolve. This hy-
pothesis was originally conceived by Hess who postulated that continents rafted 
passively and drifted in response to the growth of ocean basins. It was the inter-
pretation of the magnetic stripes measured over the Atlantic ocean as recording 
reversals in the geomagnetic field, firstly by L.W. Morley1 and later by Vine 
and Mathews (1963) which confirmed the sea-floor spreading hypothesis. The 
most compelling evidence for continental drift came when Vine (1966) corre-
lated oceanic reversal stripes with similar sequences from relatively stationary 
Icelandic basalts and calculated the rate at which the Atlantic has been spread-
ing. These spreading rates were later verified beautifully by Maxwell et al (1970) 
'Rejected by Nature in Feb. 1963 and J. Geoph. Res. in April 1963 and finally published 
by W. Glen (1982) 
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from palaeontological dating results of sediment cores from the ocean drilling 
project. Despite the success of plate tectonics in unifying many aspects of geol-
ogy, certain fundamental concepts such as the mechanism for driving the plates 
remain ambiguous. 
In a broader sense palaeomagnetism has contributed to our understanding of 
a wide variety of processes. For example, the correlation between oxygen iso-
tope records and susceptibility measurements has meant that magnetic measure-
ments on lake sediments has become a rapid new technique for studying recent 
climate changes (Kukla et al 1988, Williams 1994). Other applications include 
magnet ostratigraphy, aeromagnetic mapping of ore bodies, monitoring industrial 
pollution (Thompson and Oldfield 1986) and archeological investigations (Clark 
1990). 
1.2 Rock magnetism 
A main reason for the wide spread sceptism of APW paths which were derived 
during the 1950s was due to an incomplete understanding of how magnetic miner-
als record the Earth's weak magnetic field over geological time scales. For example 
it was proposed that removing a sample from an outcrop by drilling demagnetized 
it in a similar way to when a steel bar becomes demagnetized from hammering 
(Creer pers. comm.). Additionally, the discovery of natural self-reversal properties 
in the Haruna dacite in Japan by Nagata et al (1951) suggested that all reversal 
sequences in rock layers may be due to the self-reversal of a grain's magnetization 
with time and not to reversals in the geomagnetic field, although it later became 
clear that self-reversal was an exotic phenomenon (Stacey and Banerjee 1974). 
Rock magnetism developed in order to provide a physical understanding of the 
magnetic memory of rocks and as the subject has developed there has been a 
greater symbiosis between rock magnetism, palaeomagnetism and geology. The 
remainder of this section reviews some of the concepts and assumptions in rock 
magnetism. 
As the constituent magnetic minerals in an igneous melt cool through the 
Curie temperature they acquire a thermoremanent magnetization (TRM). Palaeo-
magnetism assumes that the direction of the acquired TRM is in the direction 
of the geomagnetic field at the time of cooling. After crystallization magnetic 
minerals commonly acquire a secondary magnetization component, due to ei-
ther a thermo-viscous remanent magnetization (VTRM) defined as a thermal 
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activation of pre-existing magnetite, (Kent 1985) or a chemical remanent magne-
tization (CRM). CRMs occurring naturally in palaeomagnetic samples have been 
attributed to either the development of new magnetite (McCabe et al 1983) or 
to the oxidation of magnetite to haematite (Kent and Miller 1987). 
Palaeomagnetists traditionally use techniques such as alternating field (AF) 
demagnetizing or thermal cleaning in order to distinguish between the secondary 
and primary components and to determine the direction of the primary mag-
netization. From a palaeomagnetic point of view it is essential to be able to 
identify secondary remagnetizations correctly. Van der Voo (1989) showed that 
many poles once considered reliable are now recognized as recording secondary 
magnetizations. For example early studies by Irving et al (1963) were unable to 
fit palaeomagnetic poles from Australia with the reconstruction of the supercon-
tinent Gondwanaland due to a failure to remove stubborn overprints (Robert-
son 1979). Figure 1.1 shows examples of some thermal demagnetization plots 
from Australian samples showing both primary and secondary components. The 
secondary components are removed only after heating to a relatively high tem-

















Figure 1.1. Orthogonal projections of thermal demagnetization vectors from two 
samples from South Australia following the method outlined by Zijderveld (1967). 
Solid and open symbols refer to the horizontal and vertical plane respectively. The 
plots were obtained by heating up the samples to 500'C and both samples show 
a persistent random overprint that is removed after heating to 400'C (Schmidt 
and Embleton 1981). 
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the heating of rocks which was associated with the opening of the Tasman sea 
82 m.y. ago. Many other Australian samples show overprints which are thought 
to be due to hot spots under the continental plate. 
Néel's (1949) theory describes TRM acquisition in terms of a SD model and is 
able to quantitatively predict temperatures needed to remove a secondary com-
ponent. However these predicted temperatures are consistently between 100°C 
and 150°C lower than those required experimentally (Kent 1985, Pullaiah et al 
1975). Néel's SD model has been rigorously proven (Moon and Merrill 1988) 
and the discrepancy is thought to arise because a significant percentage of TRM 
remanence resides in PSD grains which occupy non-uniform magnetization states. 
A major aim of rock magnetism is to extend Néel's SD model to a model 
based on general non-uniform states. Such a model would need to predict the 
temperature at which samples need to be heated in order to remove any secondary 
components. 
Given that a secondary overprint can be attributed solely to thermo-viscous 
processes, in addition to recording the direction and intensity of an ancient geo-
magnetic field multi-component palaeomagnetic samples also record thermal his-
tories. In order to recover these thermal histories a non-SD theory of TRM 
acquisition would be useful so that palaeomagnetic samples can be used along 
with geologic information to deduce constraints on the temperature and duration 
of tectonic processes (Elmore and McCabe 1991). Together with geological evi-
dence this would produce new tools in which we could determine how long and 
at what temperature particular samples have been heated to in the past and in 
turn provide constraints on tectonic processes. 
To summarize: a non-SD theory of TRM acquisition would be useful as - 
A reliability test; Given geological constraints on the age, (e.g K-Ar dat-
ing) and the temperature of a thermal event (e.g. associated coalification, 
mineral alteration or palaeontological data) a theory would predict at what 
temperature a sample needs to be heated in order to remove any secondary 
components. 
An interpretive tool; To decide on the origin of any remagnetizations present, 
either a VTRM or a CRM and to provide constraints on the temperature 
and duration of such events. 
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1.3 Micromagnetism 
The rapid development in data storage technology has led to a corresponding in-
terest in understanding the associated magnetization processes. The commercial 
importance of fine magnetic grains also extends to the pharmaceutical industry, 
e.g. dyes and cell separation techniques that use 3m para-magnetic spheres. One 
of the aims of computational micromagnetics is to predict the magnetic domain 
states which ferromagnetic grains may occupy, either as equilibrium or transient 
states, both of which will in general be non-uniform magnetization configurations. 
By studying the domain states which grains occupy and the effect of interactions 
between grains, the recording industry aims to optimize the recording capabilities 
of thin films. Rock magnetism has a different emphasis to the recording industry 
in that micromagnetics is used more as an interpretive rather than an engineering 
tool. For example it is important to determine whether thermal cleaning com-
pletely removes any secondary overprints. More generally rock magnetism aims 
to define and justify the assumptions used in research fields such as palaeomag-
netism and environmental magnetism. 
Micromagnetic modelling is important because parameters such as the stabil-
ity of non-uniform magnetization states to either thermal fluctuations or external 
fields can only be predicted using a computational approach. A computational 
approach is also necessary due to the difficulty in determining magnetic states di-
rectly from experimental observations. The resolution of colloid techniques such 
as the Bitter pattern method are limited in theory by the wavelength of light and 
in practise domains have only been observed on grains larger than 10m. How-
ever the important size range in understanding the PSD behaviour of magnetite, 
the most common natural magnetic mineral is between 0.1im to 5jim. More 
fundamentally the interpretation of experimentally obtained domain patterns is 
strongly dependent on current theories of magnetization processes. For example, 
does the two-dimensional Bitter pattern shown in figure 1.2 image a surface mag-
netization or a two-dimensional lamellar domain state which extends through the 
grain? 
A magnetization state is described by the spatial distribution of electron spins 
within a grain. Micromagnetic theory aims to predict these magnetization states 
by using aspects of classical electrodynamics and some theories of condensed 
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5im 
Figure 1.2. Sketch of a room temperature Bitter pattern from a 30im pol-
ished laboratory grown magnetite grain. The shaded areas represent regions 
of relatively high colloid density and are interpreted as locating domain walls 
(Heider 1988). 
matter physics. However, quantum mechanics - even though it provides the fun-
damental magnetic unit, i.e. the electronic spin, is not generally considered ex-
plicitly. Instead the magnetic sample is usually described by a set of macroscopic 
variables such as the direction cosines of the magnetization within the sample 
and each variable is taken to represent an average of many electron spins. 
1.4 Thesis objectives 
Before the acquisition of a TRM by non-uniform domain states can be modelled 
the simpler problem of modelling PSD states under isothermal conditions first 
needs to be addressed. The aim of this study is to increase the resolution of 
previous micromagnetic models by improving the efficiency of the algorithm and 
by implementing the algorithm on a parallel computer. Results will be presented 
which predict the transition from SD states to non-uniform PSD states to multi-
domain states. The origin of PSD remanences and their stability to externally 
applied magnetic fields will also be predicted. In addition it is important to 
determine the extent to which analytic SD theory can be applied to magnetite 
and if possible to suggest simplified models for PSD states. 
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1.5 Thesis plan 
Chapter 2 introduces the main concepts in domain theory, reviews previous the-
ories for PSD domain states and illustrates the need for a computational mi-
cromagnetic approach. Chapter 3 reviews previous micromagnetic models and 
chapter 4 describes the model used in this thesis. Chapter 5 presents results 
which show how the magnetization evolves with grain size and simulates Bitter 
patterns by calculating the stray field above the surface of the grain. To test 
if the magnetization states for cubic grains apply generally to magnetite, chap-
ter 6 presents results for elongated, octahedral and irregularly shaped grains. 
Figure 1.3 shows how saturation remanence (M 5 ) and coercivity (He) values are 
obtained from experimental hysteresis curves. The accuracy of the model will be 
tested in chapter 7 by comparing predicted values of M 5 and H with experi-
mental values. Assuming that the predicted values agree with the experimental 
values the magnetization states will be used to determine the mechanisms for 
PSD remanences and stability. Chapter 8 compares results from the model with 
previous models and discusses the relationship between simulated Bitter patterns 
and experimental domain observations. 





100 200 300 400 500 
H(mT) 
Figure 1.3. Hysteresis curve obtained from a natural soil sample, an enlarged 
section of the hysteresis curve shows the saturation remanence (M 5 /M8 ) and the 
coercivity (f[). Mr s and H indicate the strength and the stability of the signal 
respectively. 
Chapter 2. Domain states of fine 
grained magnetite 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the magnetization states for fine magnetite grains at dif-
ferent grain sizes, reviews previous models for PSD behaviour and compares pre-
dictions for PSD behaviour by some of these models with experimental measure-
ments. Magnetite is the commonest single natural magnetic mineral, occurring 
as a primary or secondary mineral in continental and oceanic igneous, sedimen-
tary and metamorphic rocks. The spontaneous magnetization in magnetite arises 
due to the net difference between the anti-parallel magnetizations MA and MB 
in the tetrahedrally coordinated A-sites and octahedrally coordinated B sites of 
the magnetite lattice. This results in a spontaneous ferrimagnetism, which for 
the purposes of this study magnetite will be considered as a ferromagnet. Kit-
tel (1949) predicted a discontinuity in the magnetic properties as the grain size 
increases from SD to multi-domain (MD) grains which has never been observed 
experimentally for magnetite, either in values of saturation remanence or coer-
cive force (Kneller and Luborsky 1963) or in TRM values (Parry 1965). PSD 
grains were postulated by Stacey (1963) as having properties which are interme-
diate between SD and MD magnetite grains. Magnetite has been classed into the 
following categories. 
Grains smaller than the superparamagnetic threshold, d8 occupy SD states 
but as the energy barrier to domain reversal at room temperature is smaller 
than kbT (the energy of thermal fluctuations) they are unable to record the 
geomagnetic field. Appendix A describes how Néel's SD theory can be used 
to calculate d5, for a relaxation time of r8 =10s, d = 0.045gm. 
Grains in the size range, 0.045 	d < d0 occupy SD states, the value for the 
critical size d0 will be reviewed in chapter 3 and for cubic grains is usually 
given as 	0.07gm. Values for the coercivity and saturation remanence 
of SD grains can be calculated analytically. If an array of SD grains is sat-
urated by an external field and the field then removed, the direction of the 
magnetizations will be uniformly distributed over a hemisphere. An inte-
gration of the magnetization over the hemisphere gives MDS /MS = 1/2. The 
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coercivity can be calculated by considering the maximum torque required 
for a SD grain to reverse direction and using the material parameters for 
magnetite gives values of H = 34.7mT (Stacey and Banerjee 1974). 
Experimental hysteresis curves measured on PSD grains between 
0.07 	d 1jm show values for Mrs /MS and H,, which are a significant 
fraction of those measured in SD grains. PSD grains are thought to be 
common in natural magnetite samples, not only because of the narrow size 
range for SD grains but also because plots of Mr 8 as a function of H have 
consistently shown that most natural samples lie between the extremes of 
high Mrs and H values characterised by SD grains and low Mrs and H 
values characterised by MD grains (Day et al 1977). The PSD effect is also 
seen in TRM acquisition, TRM intensity decreases gradually over many 
decades of grain size and there is no sudden drop in TRM intensity which 
would mark a SD to MD transition (Dunlop 1990). 
Grains larger than 20gm exhibit soft multi-domain characteristics with low 
values for Mrs and H. 
2.2 Psuedo-single-domain models 
Stacey (1963) originally proposed that the high magnetic moments of PSD states 
is due to domain walls being pinned away from their equilibrium positions by 
dislocations and imperfections. Figure 2.1a shows a sketch of a domain wall 
being pinned away from a central equilibrium position resulting in an imbalance 
in the size of the domain and a net magnetic moment. 
Stacey and Banerjee (1974) proposed that PSD grains contain small regions 
which behave like SD grains embedded in a soft MD matrix. These SD like 
moments have been attributed to closure domains (figure 2.1b) and Verhoogen 
(1959) proposed that screw dislocations could produce stress regions in which 
the magnetization acts as a SD grain. The objection to the models shown in 
figures 2.1a,b is that the SD moments are unable to rotate independently of the 
surrounding MD matrix. 
Yu and Morrish (1955) considered the exchange energy of a circular spin con-
figuration in ellipsoid grains, the magnetocrystalline energy was neglected and 
in an ellipsoid grain the circular spin configuration produces no surface mag-
netic charges and thus no magnetostatic energy. However the curling mode has 
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until recently been considered inappropriate for magnetite which usually crys-
tallizes in cubic or octahedral forms. Figure 2.1c shows that in general, surface 
magnetic charges will occur at the edges of the grain resulting in a high magneto-
static energy. Simple analytic calculations by Butler and Banerjee (1975) showed 
that these free poles would make the curling mode energetically unfavourable for 
magnetite. However lcss constrained calculations may reduce the magnetostatic 
energy by rotating the magnetization to align along the cube edges at the expense 
of the exchange energy. In addition the transition from a SD state to a curling 
mode (with no net magnetic moment) has not been considered consistent with 
the development of PSD behaviour. 
For these reasons early models assumed a SD to a two-domain (2D) transition 
instead of a SD to a curling mode. Domain wall moments, referred to as 'psarks' 
have been favoured as a source for PSD remanence as they have a net moment 
of (2/ir)M3 which is a significant fraction of M8, the moment of an individual SD 
grain (Dunlop 1977). In addition, unlike the models shown in figures 2.1a and 
2.1b, domain wall moments can exhibit true SD behaviour by rotating indepen-
dently of each of the adjacent domains. 






(c) 	 (d) 
Figure 2.1. Sketch of four proposed models for PSD remanence, (a) Barkhausen 
discreteness, (b) closure domains which act as a small SD grain, (c) a curling mode 
and (d) domain wall moment. 
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The objection to the 'psark' model is that only grains occupying a 2D state 
with a single domain wall would be able to contribute to PSD remanences. The 
domain walls in grains containing three or more domains would rotate in opposite 
directions in order to reduce their mutual energy. This cancels out the moment 
of each domain wall resulting in a large reduction in the total moment of the 
domain state. Calculations by Butler and Banerjee (1975) have put the size at 
which a 3 domain state becomes more energetically favourable than a 2D state 
at 	0.25m. This then leaves the anomalously high remanences in PSD grains 
between 0.25gm and 5m still unaccounted for. 
Moon and Merrill (1985) suggested a mechanism which they called trans-
domain TRM acquisition to explain the high stability of PSD sized grains. As a 
MD grain can occupy several equilibrium states (corresponding to different num-
bers of domains) there is therefore an activation energy for a grain to change 
from one equilibrium state to another by nucleating or denucleating a domain 
wall. Assuming that the activation energy associated with domain wall nucle-
ation is smaller than that associated with domain wall movement then TRM 
acquisition would be controlled by this transdomain process. Although this is a 
possible model Moon and Merrill (1985) were unable to make predictions of the 
dependence of coercivity and saturation remanence with grain size. 
A possible explanation for PSD remanences for grains above the the critical 
size, d0 could be due to grains trapped in high energy SD states. Halgedahi 
and Fuller (1980) observed that some grains as large as 10gm showed no Bitter 
patterns and interpreted these grains as as being in so-called metastable SD 
states. They then developed a theory of PSD stability based on the idea that a 
certain fraction of grains will occupy these metastable SD states. The probability 
that a grain whose equilibrium number of domain walls is ) actually containing 
w domain walls is assumed to follow a Poisson distribution, 
P(w) = ) we-)7w! 	 (2.1) 
and by using simple Kittel domain theory the dependence of Mr s on d becomes, 
Mrs/Ms = 1.36 exp[—(d/do)"2 ] . 	 (2.2) 
This metastable SD model depends on large grains being able to occupy SD 
states. It is difficult to envisage how grains as large as 10pm could occupy SD 
states, imperfections such as sharp grain edges would increase the demagnetizing 
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field locally making it less likely for the SD state to exist in large grains. 
2.3 Magnetites suitable for testing PSD models 
The advantage of using synthetically grown grains to test theories for PSD re-
manences is that the grain size can be controlled and contamination by small 
SD grains minimized. In addition they are thought to have a small number of 
crystalline imperfections and corresponding low internal stress fields compared 
to samples obtained by crushing and sieving natural grains. Results from previ-
ous models and the present model will be compared with grains grown using the 
hydrothermal method and those precipitated from solution. 
The hydrothermal method uses magnetite as a seed material which is then re-
crystallized under temperature and pressure. The grains show octahedral, rhom-
bic, dodecahedral and cubic form and the size of the grains obtained are an 
exponential function of the recrystallization temperature, ranging from 3m at 
350°C to 130/-Lm at 800°C (J. King, pers. comm.). Heider (1988) concluded that 
the internal stress fields in hydrothermal grains are low and are similar to natu-
rally occurring grains. He compared dislocation densities by counting etch pits 
produced by HCL on hydrothermal grains and on a natural 5mm octahedron 
grain that had crystallized in a schist. The dislocation densities were measured 
as 2.9 + 1.7 >< 1010 m2 and 1.0 + 0.8 x 1010m2 for the hydrothermal and natu-
ral crystals respectively. This implies that the synthetically grown grains have 
similar low internal stress fields to uncrushed natural grains. 
Precipitated grains were produced by T. Takadak of Kyoto University and 
described by Dunlop (1973). Colloidal Fe(OH)2 grains were precipitated from an 
aqueous solution of Fe504 and magnetite produced by oxidizing with air bubbled 
through the suspension. The grain size was controlled by varying the temperature 
and the initial concentration of Fe 2+  ions. 
Figure 2.2 lists the grain sizes for grains grown using the hydrothermal method 
and by precipitation. Although the grain size distributions are narrower than 
any grains previously grown the standard deviations about the mean size are still 
between 30% and 40%. 
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Hydrothermal 
d(m) + o-(/2m) 
Precipitation 
d(jtm) + a(m) 
0.8 + 0.31 0.037 	+ 0.015 
4.6 + 1.9 0.076 + 0.25 
11.7 + 3.4 0.1 	+ 0.03 
37 + 5 0.22 + 0.04 
51 +16 
112 +34 
306 +81  
Particle diameter, d(1zm) 
Figure 2.2. Grain size (d) and standard deviation (a) for hydrothermal and pre-
cipitated grains, obtained from scanning electron microscope images. The grain 
size distribution is shown for the 0.8gm hydrothermal sample and was obtained 
by Heider (1988) from measurements of 327 grains from several micrographs. 
2.4 Tests of previous PSD models 
In principle these models have distinct temperature and field responses although 
experimental tests have proved inconclusive. Figure 2.3 shows a plot of experi-
mentally measured values of MDS/MS and PSD grains are usually defined as be-
ing between approximately 0.08jtm and 1.0gm where MTS /MS is between 0.1 and 
0.06. Figure 2.3 also shows that neither the 'psark' model nor the metastable SD 
model agree with experimental measurements of Mrs. Dunlop (1986) concluded 
that room temperature measurements of Mrs and II  were unable to determine 
the validity of any of the proposed PSD models. These results, together with 
the theoretical objections for each of the PSD models demonstrate the need for 
a computational approach to modelling PSD states. 
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Figure 2.3. Variation of saturation remanence (M7 /M) as a function of grain 
size for a domain wall model and a metastable SD model compared to experimen-
tal data from laboratory grown magnetite. The exponents for the experimental 
results are quoted from the original papers. 
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3.1 Introduction 
A magnetic structure is defined by the spatial distribution of electron spins 
throughout the grain and the magnetization states will be assumed to be equi-
librium states. Section 3.2 briefly describes the free energy formulations, section 
3.3 derives the condition for equilibrium and section 3.4 reviews some important 
aspects of previous micromagnetic models. Section 3.5 reviews optimization tech-
niques and section 3.6 reviews previous micromagnetic solutions for magnetite. 
3.2 Free magnetic energy 
The total free energy, Et0tt,  is usually written as, 
Et0t 	Ee + Ea  + Ed + Eh 
	
(3.1) 
where Ee is the exchange energy, E  is the magneto crystalline anisotropy, Ed  is 
the magnetostatic interaction energy and E' is the interaction of the grain with 
an externally applied field. In general there will be other terms such as a surface 
anisotropy term and a magnetoelastic energy which is discussed in section 3.7. 
Each of these energy terms is a volume integral given by, 
= 1 f C[(V)2 + (V)2 + (v)2 ]d-r, 	E 	= f wad-r, 
Ed = 1 fM.H'dr, E' = _JM.HOdT (3.2) 
where Ce 	2A where A is the exchange constant, a, /3 and 'y  are the direction 
cosines of the magnetization M with respect to the (100) crystal basis vectors, Wa 
is the magneto crystalline anisotropy energy density, H' is the self-demagnetizing 
field, H 0 is the external field, r denotes the volume of the body and S its sur-
face. The magneto crystalline energy is an expansion of the crystalline anisotropy 
density satisfying the symmetry of the underlying crystal lattice. It is a pheno-
malogical term given by, 
W a = Ki(a2 32  + /32 y2 + a2'y2 ) + K2(a2/32'y2) 	 (3.3) 
REP 
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The magneto crystalline anisotropy controls the magnetization to align in certain 
preferential directions. These directions are referred to as easy axes and are shown 
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/. 
Figure 3.1. Diagram showing the relationship between the crystallographic 
axes and the x, y, z directions and the easy and hard magneto crystalline axes 
for magnetite. 
3.3 Condition for equilibrium 
The calculus of variations is used to minimize the definite integrals in equation 
3.2. To derive the equilibrium condition it is necessary to retain only terms of first 
degree in the small variation SM M56m = M38(ai + /3j + yk). The resulting 
variation of Etota  is, 
8E total 
= f {c[(v) . S(Va) + (V 	S(V) + (V) . 
awa 	
- 	SH' + H' - SM) - H0 . SM}dT 	(3.4) 
am 2 
Using Green's theorem, 
Ce J(Va) . VSadr = Ce Iaa5adS - Ce f 
	
(V2)Sdr 	(3.5) 
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where n is the outward normal to the surface and 
- 	I(M SH' + H' - SM)dr = 
- f 
H' SMdr 	(3.6) 
equation 3.4 becomes, 
6E total = J [_C,V2M  + aWa - MSH] Smdr + f Ce am dS 	(3.7) 3m 	 an 
where H = H0 + H'. Equation 3.7 is of the form, 
6E total = 
- f H 
Smdr - 
f 
H SmdS 	 (3.8) 
where the effective field H eft is defined as 
ÔE total 
Heft 	 . 	 (3.9) am 
Setting Sm = 56 >< m, where 58 is a small vector rotation, equation 3.8 becomes, 
6E total = _fm x Heff• SOdT - I m X H SOdS 	(3.10) 
The expression M x Heft  yields the torque on the magnetization at each point 
in the grain. For equilibrium, JE total = 0 for arbitrary 89, i.e. m x Heft = 0 at 
each point of T and m x H = 0 at each point on the surface S. 
The resulting equations are commonly referred to as Brown's equations, 
m 	H eff = m  [Ce V 2 m 	+MH] = 0 in T 	(3.11) 3m 
mxCe 
am 
 =0onS . 	 (3.12) 
an 




—=0 	 (3.13) 
an 
and equations 3.12 and 3.13 can both be true only if, 
3m 
an 
— =OonS 	 (3.14) 
giving the boundary condition for m on S. 
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3.4 Previous micromagnetic models 
The first calculations by Landau and Lifshitz (1935) considered a domain wall 
in an infinitely large system which is controlled solely by the anisotropy and 
exchange energy. However, in order to ignore the magnetostatic interaction the 
model had to assume an infinitely long grain which would make domains impossi-
ble (Brown 1978). Kittel (1949) formulated analytic expressions for domain sizes 
but these are only valid for a large number of domains in an infinite medium. 
One-dimensional (ld) models by Amar (1957,1958a,b) constrained the magne-
tization to rectangular uniform antiparallel domains and modelled domain walls 
as rectangular blocks uniformly magnetized at +90° to these domains. Figure 3.2a 
shows an Amar model in which the only variable to be minimized is the width of 
the domain wall d. 
The first micromagnetic models were id models developed by Brown and 
LaBonte (1965) who used the discretization scheme shown in figure 3.2b. These 
Id models were extended to the two-dimensional (2d) models shown in figure 3.2c 
by La Bonte (1969), Hubert (1968) and Fredkin and Koehler (1987). Three-
dimensional (3d) micromagnetic models using the scheme shown in figure 3.2d 
were developed independently by Schabes and Bertram (1988) and Williams and 
Dunlop (1989) 
A general feature of previous micromagnetic models is that they have been 
implemented on serial computers. Each energy term is calculated by sequentially 
summing over each magnetization variable. Recent developments in parallel com-
puters have enabled large increases in the power of scientific models and many 
aspects of micromagnetism are readily mapped onto parallel computer architec-
tures. For example, the anisotropy and external field energy are local terms which 
only depend on the direction of magnetization at a particular lattice-site. Thus 
calculating the anisotropy energy involves assigning the cartesian components of 
the magnetization to each processor and multiplying each component simultane-
ously as in equation 3.3. 
The magnetostatic energy calculation (Ed)  is the most computationally ex-
pensive calculation as each magnetization vector interacts with every other vector. 
This makes the problem a so-called N—body problem requiring 0(N2) calcula-
tions, where N is the total number of sub-cubes. Ideally each processor in a 
parallel computer would be connected to every other processor. However in prac-
tice, parallel computers such as Thinking Machine's Connection Machine CM-200 
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are constructed so that each processor connects to only a few other processors. 
This means that E° cannot be directly converted from a serial sum over each 
element onto a parallel computer. 
N—body problems are ubiquitous in scientific problems and a technique often 
used is a fast Fourier transform (FFT) method. This method reduces the number 
of calculations from 0(N2) to 0(N log N) and also allows Ed  to be implemented 
on a parallel computer. This technique was first applied by Giles et al (1990) who 
calculated Ed  by using a two-dimensional FFT routine with periodic boundary 
conditions. A similar method was developed by Yuan and Bertram (1992) on low 
resolution two-dimensional magnetic systems with non-periodic or non-magnetic 
boundary conditions. The major component of this thesis is the implementation 
of a general 3d FFT algorithm with non-periodic boundary conditions on the 
CM-200 parallel computer. 
d - - 
(a) 	 (b) 
(c) 	 (d) 
Figure 3.2. (a) Constrained model by Amar (1958a), (b) id model of a cubic 
grain used by Brown an LaBonte (1965), the vectors are constrained to rotate 
in the plane of each plate, (c) 2d model used by LaBonte (1965), (d) 3d model 
by Schabes and Bertram (1988). The resolution of the model is described by the 
number of sub-cubes to a grain edge. 
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3.5 Optimization techniques 
Optimization techniques may be classed into two categories, either those which 
attempt to search for an absolute energy minimum (AEM) state or those which 
are restricted to searching for a local energy minimum (LEM) state. Before 
deciding on a particular optimization procedure there is always first a 'meta-
optimization problem', i.e. it is necessary to decide which technique is best suited 
to the particular function and the computational facilities available. 
Both simulated annealing (SA) and genetic algorithms (GAs) are methods 
which attempt to search for AEM states using analogies with natural optimiza-
tion procedures. Kirkpatrick et al (1983) introduced the concept of simulated 
annealing by using an analogy with the way liquids freeze and crystallize or the 
way metals cool and anneal. At high temperatures the molecules of a liquid move 
freely with respect to one another and if the liquid cools slowly the atoms are able 
to line up and form a completely ordered pure crystal. If a liquid is cooled quickly 
or quenched it does not reach this state but rather ends up in a polycrystalline 
or amorphous state with a higher energy. Thomson et al (1994) developed a 
SA algorithm to calculate AEM magnetization states for grains between 0.01m 
and 0.2m and found similar states to those calculated by Williams and Dunlop 
(1989) who used a LEM search technique. Due to the extensive search space 
SA minimization methods are notoriously slow, calculations on a serial machine 
using a 5 x 5 x 5 model typically took 36 times longer to find an equilibrium state 
than calculations using LEM search techniques. This means that SA is limited 
to finding equilibrium states in low resolution models. Attempts have been made 
to parallelize SA algorithms (Boissin and Lutton 1993), however the decrease 
in computation time would not have enabled the resolution of the model to be 
increased sufficiently over previous 3d models. 
Rather than perturbing a single model, GAs work on a population of models 
and mimic evolution by natural selection to find a single optimum model (Hol-
land 1992). For example, Sambridge and Drijkoningen (1992) successfully applied 
genetic algorithms to geophysical inversion problems although Ingber and Rosen 
(1992) found that a modified version of simulated annealing was superior to stan-
dard genetic algorithms on a suite of standard test problems. Implementing SA 
and GAs on parallel computer architectures is a new field and the implicit par-
allelism of GAs may result in fast global minimizations on large scale parallel 
computers (Stender et al 1994). 
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Global optimization techniques are robust and attempt to find a global energy 
minimum at the expense of a high computation cost. Methods which search for 
LEM states converge to an equilibrium state much faster than SA or GAs at the 
expense of a restricted search space. Enkin and Dunlop (1987) used a modified 
Newton method which requires calculating the second derivative of the energy 
function. This method is only possible on low resolution models as the second 
derivative requires storage of 0(N 2 ) variables. Steepest descent methods are 
commonly used in micromagnetic calculations. The gradient (which is equal to 
the effective field, Heft)  is calculated at each sub-cube and the magnetization 
vectors rotated by some amount in the direction of steepest descent (Schabes 
and Bertram 1988). This is repeated iteratively at each sub-cube until some 
convergence factor is reached. 
In general heading downhill in the steepest direction at each iteration is in-
efficient and the conjugate gradient (CG) technique uses a more sophisticated 
method for determining the search directions. This method was implemented by 
Williams (1989,1993) and is likely to be important in high resolution models with 
a larger number of variables. 
3.6 Review of micromagnetic results for magnetite 
One-dimensional micromagnetic calculations have concentrated on Amar type 
models because the curling mode shown in figure 2.1c has until recently been con-
sidered inappropriate for magnetite with crystal faces. Stacey (1963) repeated 
the calculations of Kittel (1949) for magnetite by assuming that the width of 
the domain wall was negligible in comparison to the grain size. This calculation 
was refined by Butler and Banerjee (1975) using the Amar model. Shcherbakov 
(1978) and Moskowitz and Banerjee (1979) extended the Amar model by calcu-
lating the energies and equilibrium size ranges for 2D and 3D grains. Argyle and 
Dunlop (1984) refined these calculations by subdividing the domain wall into two 
equal parts. Table 3.2 summarizes predictions by these models for the size at 
which the 2D state becomes a lower energy state than the SD state (d0 ). The 
main conclusion from the Amar models is that the size at which the 2D state 
becomes energetically favourable is close to the superparamagnetic threshold size 
(d) suggesting that only a small proportion of grains will occupy a stable SD 
state. 
The first unconstrained micromagnetic results for magnetite were calculated 
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Butler and Banerjee (1975) 
Moskowitz and Banerjee (1979) 
Argyle and Dunlop (1984) 
Moon and Merrill (1985) 
Heider and Williams (1988) 




Id micromagnetic model 
Id micromagnetic model 
3d micromagnetic model 
d0 = 0.076gm 
d0 = 0.08m 
d 0.06um 
d0 0.08gm 
d0 = 0.12/um 
d0 0.05gm 
Table 3.2. Summary of various calculations for d0 
= LEM state 
rn 




	 x Experimental 
im 
0.05 0.1 	0.5 1 	5 10 
Grain width (gm) 
Figure 3.3. Theoretical stable size range for various one-dimensional uncon-
strained LEM states for cubic magnetite. Grains can occupy more than one equi-
librium state for all grains larger than 0.06tm (from Moon and Merrill 1985). 
The experimental results (x) are domain observations from Heider (1988). 
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by Moon and Merrill (1984,1985) using a id micromagnetic model similar to tha-
tused by Brown and LaBonte (1965). A steepest descent method was employed to 
find equilibrium states and these consisted of well defined domains and domain 
walls. Although domains and domain walls were not imposed as in the Amar 
models, the id nature meant that they were necessarily a result. An important 
result was that the model predicted grains could occupy an AEM state and sev-
eral higher energy LEM states as shown in figure 3.3. The model contradicted 
experimental Bitter pattern observations as it predicted a 10gm grain could oc-
cupy several LEM states, ranging from a 4 domain state to a 20 domain state, 
far more than the 2 or 3 domains typically observed. This discrepancy is a long 
standing problem which occurs in both Amar and Kittel models for magnetite 
and titanomagnetite (Moskowitz and Halgedahl 1987). 
Enkin and Dunlop (1987) developed a more sophisticated id model by using a 
modified Newton minimization method to calculate equilibrium states. Figure 3.4 
shows their results for the dependence of the energy with grain size for a SD state 
and a 2D state. The results for the 2D state were obtained by sequentially using 
the result from the minimization procedure at one grain size as an initial guess 
at a larger grain size. The critical grain size, d0 is defined as the point at which 
the 2D state is a lower energy state than the SD state. Energy diagrams such as 
figure 3.4 are useful in determining which states are available at a particular grain 
tz 
qj 
0 0.05 010 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 
Grain size, S (,a In) 
Figure 3.4. Energy of two-domain structures in cubes as a function of grain 
size using id unconstrained models (Enkin and Dunlop 1987). The solid line was 
produced using the best estimate of the exchange constant, the dashed lines use 
plus or minus the uncertainty given by Moskowitz and Banerjee (1979). 
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size, although for these id results the concept of a critical size relies on assuming 
that grains are always in their lowest energy state. The value of d0 calculated by 
Enkin and Dunlop (1987) was determined with an erroneous factor of 0.5 in the 
exchange constant and, using the corrected value, Heider and Williams (1988) 
recalculated d0 as 0.12gm. 
Two-dimensional models by Xu et al (1994) have predicted magnetization 
states which consist of domains and associated closure domains. Figure 3.5 shows 
that the equilibrium solution for a 1m grain consists of three well defined do-
mains. Although these 2d models reconciled the discrepancy between the number 
of domains observed and calculated theoretically, 2d results should be regarded as 
provisional until confirmed by 3d results with a similar resolution of 50 x 50 x 50. 
Three-dimensional calculations using steepest descent methods (Schabes and 
Bertram 1988), CG methods (Williams and Dunlop 1989) and SA algorithms 
(Thomson 1993) have each predicted magnetization states such as those shown 
in figure 3.6. The state shown in figure 3.6a is essentially a SD state but with 
significant deflection of the magnetization at the grain's corners. This state is 
normally referred to as a flower state and an important factor that will be studied 
in this thesis is whether the deflection at the corners affects the accuracy of 
analytic SD theories. 
Instead of a transition from a SD to a two-domain state predicted by both 
Amar models and id micromagnetic models, 3d models have predicted a transition 
from a flower state to the state shown in figure 3.6b. This state, referred to as a 
vortex state is essentially a 2 dimensional structure in which the magnetization 
curls round a central line which runs parallel to a grain edge. Results using the 
CC method have agreed with SA calculations by showing that vortex states are 
the lowest energy states for grains smaller than 0.5,um. 
Williams (1989,1990) predicted that the magnetocrystalline anisotropy does 
not align the magnetization along the easy (111) directions in grains smaller 
than 1gm. This may either be a real effect in small grains or a limitation of 3d 
models with a low resolution. In addition the magnetic surface charges shown in 
figure 2.1c also arise in the vortex state shown in figure 3.6b. This also suggests 
that the vortex state may be constrained by the low resolution of the model. 
These 3d models have confirmed that several stable LEM states are available 
to magnetite grains of a particular size and that the existence of LEM states 
which were predicted by id models are not artifacts of using a low dimension. 
The existence of LEM states are important as Enkin and Williams (1994) showed 




Figure 3.5. Magnetization state for a 1m grain using the 2d model shown in 
figure 3.2c. The vectors have been interpolated down from a resolution of 50 x 50 





Figure 3.6. Magnetization states for a 3d model using a resolution of 8 >< 8 x 8 
sub-cubes, (a) flower state (b) vortex state. 
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that a flower state can reverse direction by forming an intermediate vortex state. 
Furthermore the stability of a particular LEM state, such as the flower state to 
perturbations by thermal fluctuations is directly related to the energy barrier be-
tween the flower state and the vortex state. If the energy barrier is greater than 
61kb T then the LEM state will be stable over geological time scales. The calcu-
lations of energy barriers between LEM states is beyond the scope of the thesis 
and the stability of PSD grains will be determined qualitatively by simulating 
hysteresis curves. 
If magnetite grains do occupy vortex states and are not an artifact of low 
resolution models then the transition from vortex states in small grains to the 
lamellar domains shown in figure 1.2 needs to be understood. One possibility is 
that the lamellar domains seen in Bitter patterns are only surface effects which 
possibly shield an interior vortex structure. Alternatively vortex states and lamel-
lar domains may both be possible states but at larger grain sizes, vortex states 
become high energy states which are rarely occupied. 
A guide to the resolution required to model PSD grains in the size range 
0.51Lm < d < 5tm can be obtained by considering the width of a domain wall. 
Domain walls have a typical width of approximately 0.1im in magnetite (Stacey 
and Banerjee 1974) and arbitrarily assigning a minimum of 3 spins to a wall 
requires a sub-cube edge length of A 	0.03km. For example, to predict the 
domain states of a 1im grain a resolution of 30 sub-cubes to a side would be 
required. 
3.7 Magnetoelastic effect 
Incorporating full magnetoelastic interactions in which the magnetization inter-
acts with the crystal lattice and vice versa is extremely difficult and models to 
date have either ignored this effect or approximated the interactions by a linear 
stress effect. A linear stress effect is just an extra phenomalogical energy term 
equivalent to an additional anisotropy energy Es,  
ES = _ioo 1(a'U11 + U 2 + 2U33)dV 
—3A111  J (CePU12  + U23 + aU31)dV 	(3.15) 
where U j are the components of the strain tensor, a,/3çy are the cartesian mag-
netization components and A111,Aloo are the magnetostriction constants. 
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A full nonlinear stress interaction arises when the strain tensor Ujj becomes a 
variable dependent on the magnetization, and which needs to be solved at each 
iteration of the magnetization minimization routine. This involves incorporating 
the purely elastic term E, 
Eel 	- 1 [c11(TT 1 + U 2 + U 3) + C44( U 2 + 3 + U 3) 
	
+C44(U11U22 + U22U33  + U11U13)]dV 	 (3.16) 
where C12, C11, C44 are the elastic constants and using the condition for mechan-
ical equilibrium, and the stress tensor Sjj 
= 0, .sjj = 	_, 	E = ES + E 	. 	(3.17) 
ax 
Using a linear dependence for Uij  with the displacements u1,u2,u3, 
1 /Ou1 3u2 \ 
U11 	, U12 	--- + ---) 
	
(3.18)
2 ay 	c9 x 
then produces a set of 3d non-linear second order partial differential equations 
(PDEs) to be solved for Uij. Due to their complexity, there is no computational 
algorithm to solve these PDEs to date and in addition Brown (1969) also reasoned 
that even a linear definition for Uij is a severe and unrealistic approximation. 
Xu and Merrill (1992) took the extreme view that the coercivity of PSD grains 
is controlled primarily by the magnetoelastic effect and modelled the effect of a 
stress due to a dislocation on a domain wall using equation 3.15. In addition 
to the difficulty in solving the PDEs mentioned previously, the present study 
concentrates on developing a high resolution model which ignores magnetoelastic 
effects. Firstly, because early 3d micromagnetic models imply that these classical 
domain walls are unlikely to exist in palaeomagnetically important small grains 
(d < 0.5gm) which are dominated by vortex states. Secondly, experimental com-
parisons between stressed and unstressed grains have been confined to relatively 
large grains (d > 3/Lm) and thus there is no experimental evidence for mag-
netostrictive control in palaeomagnetically important small grains (d < ljim). 
Furthermore the magnitude of ES  and Eel for a stress field near a a screw dislo-
cation (the maximum stress field in a crystal) showed that ES  and E 1 are of an 
order of magnitude less than E a  Ee or Ed.  This suggests that stress effects are 
only important in relatively large (and thus palaeomagnetically less important) 
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grains containing clusters of dislocations. As the model used in this study ignores 
the magnetoelastic effect, micromagnetic calculations will be compared with the 
synthetically grown grains described in chapter 2 and not with crushed and sieved 
natural samples which may contain a high dislocation density. 
3.8 Summary 
Previous 3d calculations have predicted a transition from a flower state to a vortex 
state instead of a SD to a 2D transition predicted by id models. It is important 
to increase the resolution of previous models to ensure that vortex states are not 
a result of using a low resolution. Increasing the resolution will also enable grains 
larger than 0.5jm to be modelled. The main features of the micromagnetic model 
described in this study are; 
An increase in the resolution by using a FFT algorithm to calculate the 
magnetostatic energy and implementing the model on the parallel Connec-
tion Machine CM-200 computer. 
The conjugate gradient technique is implemented to calculate equilibrium 
magnetization states. 
The model considers the exchange, magneto crystalline, magnetostatic and 
external field energy terms. 
The magnetoelastic effect will be ignored due to the importance of increas-
ing the resolution of the model and also because of the complexity of the 
partial differential equations. 
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4.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes how the energy functions are discretized and how the 
magnetostatic energy is calculated using the FFT algorithm. As well as modeling 
cubic grains the high resolution cubic system will be used as a starting point 
from which to 'sculpt out' grains of arbitrary shape, e.g. octahedral or irregularly 
shaped grains. 
The algorithm was implemented on a 16000 processor TMC Connection Ma-
chine CM-200 data parallel computer which associates a few data-elements with 
each processor (Hillis 1985). In this study a data-element corresponds to the 
azimuthal and co-latitude of each elementary vector, as shown in figure 4.1b. In 
addition to a decrease in computation time gained by calculating the anisotropy 
and exchange energy in parallel there are efficient parallel FFT routines available. 
Using a parallel architecture enables the computation time to be reduced further, 
from (9(N log N) for a conventional serial FFT algorithm to 0([N/N] log N) on 
the CM-200, where N is the number of processors available. Appendix B de-
scribes some aspects of the CM-Fortran code and compares timings and accuracy 
of the present model with previous models. 
The geometry of the 3d cubic model is described first and sections 4.3 and 
4.4 describes the discretization of the energy and gradient terms. Section 4.5 
describes the conjugate gradient routine, Section 4.6 describes how non-cubic 
grains can be modelled and section 4.7 gives the material parameters for mag-
netite. Sections 4.8 and 4.9 describe how Bitter patterns and hysteresis curves 
can be modelled. 
4.2 Geometry of model 
Figure 4.1 shows the cubic system used, the edge length of the grain is denoted 
by d and the cube subdivided into N = n3 sub-cubes of edge length A (A = d/n). 
In the centre of each sub-cube is an elementary magnetic vector M1 of constant 
magnitude M whose direction represents the average direction of all the atomic 
magnetic vectors within that sub-cube. For each energy term except for the 
exchange energy the position of the sub-cube in the 3d coordinate system will be 
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(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 4.1. (a) A cubic crystal of edge length d is modelled by subdividing 
a cube into N = n3 sub-cubes each of edge length A. In the above diagram 
m = 4. (b) Each elementary magnetization vector is defined by the azimuthal 
angle (q) and the co-latitudinal angle (s). 
abbreviated from ijk to the single subscript 1. The direction of M1 varies with 
the azimuth (0) and the colatitude (0) and has direction cosines (a,,8, -Y) given 
by, 
M1 	
al 	cos(01) sin(01 ) 
MI 	
Ms 
= sin( i )sin(9i ) 	. 	 (4.1) 
cos(01 ) 
4.3 Discretization of energy terms 
For each energy term integration over the volume of the grain is approximated 
by a sum over the sub-cubes in which a continuous function f(O, ) is replaced 
by a discrete function fl , 
E = JJJ f(6, çb)dx dy dz 	f 	, 	 (4.2) 
where T = 	is the volume of each sub-cube and the sum is over each of the 3 
dimensions. 
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Exchange energy 
Using the approximation that the angle between atomic spins is small, Brown 
(1978) obtained the following expression for the exchange energy E , 
Ee I (Vm)2d V Ce = 
	
	
-- (Vm k)2 L 3 . 	 (4.3) 
2 i,j,k 
A first order approximation would be to assume that the magnetization varies 
linearly between sub-cubes. Using m - m = 1, 
giving 
\ 
\2 	(m(+1)k - mk) 
2 	2 
(Vmk) == (i - m k m(+1)k) 	(4.4) 
n n m 
JCe 	i 	1 - 	 m(+1)k, 	 (4.5) 
i=1 j=1 k=1 
plus similar expressions for the j and k directions. A more accurate approximation 
would be to start from equation 4.3 and use Green's formula, 
I 





_ ___~A3 Em V2mk 	 (4.6) 
A 5 point difference scheme in one dimension is given by, 
- 	_ 
—f_2 + 16f_ - 30f + 16f+1 - fi+2 
, 	 (4.7) 
3x2 12 
so in three dimensions equation 4.6 becomes 
Ee = -- 	 . \7m, 	 (4.8) 
i=1 j=1 k=1 
where V2 is the 5 point difference (equation 4.7) extended to three dimensions. 
To ensure that the boundary condition, 3m/3m = 0 is satisfied, (in this case 
n is the outward normal to the grain boundary) the magnetization needs to be 
reflected at the boundary. Figure 4.2 shows that for a id system using the five 
point exchange formulation the vectors need to be copied from the two sub-cubes 
nearest the surface. This is purely a mathematical device and does not imply 
that any type of periodic boundary conditions have been imposed. 
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The two formulations were compared using the id domain wall shown in 
figure 4.2. The vectors are described by the co-latitude (9) with the azimuthal 
angle (q') kept equal to zero. The spins on the outer edges are 7r/2 radians apart 
and the intermediate spins are described by a balance between an exchange energy 
term and a uniaxial anisotropy energy (Chikazumi and Charap 1964), 
9 = 2 tan' (10) 	 (4.9) 
Figure 4.3a shows the dependence of 9 with x and figure 4.3b shows how the 
exchange energy depends on the resolution. Both formulations converge to the 
same value and the 5 point formulation converges at a lower resolution and is 
thus more accurate. 
Figure 4.4 shows how the exchange energy depends on the angle between two 
spins (i.e. figure 4.2 with a resolution of n = 2), the spin at x = 0 is kept fixed and 
the neighbouring spin varied from 9 = 00 to & = 3600 .  The five point formulation 
results in higher values of Ee for all angles of 9. Although the same value of 
the exchange constant was used for both formulations, the 5 point formulation 
effectively produces a stiffer exchange interaction between the spins. This means 
that the 5 point formulation is less likely to to produce magnetization states in 
which neighbouring spins have large angles between them. One aim of this study 
is to determine whether the more accurate 5 point formulation affects the vortex 
states in any way. For example, at the centre of a vortex, neighbouring spins are 
separated by large angles and a stiffer exchange may penalize this. 
.................................... 	 ------------------ 	_ 
X 0 
Figure 4.2. A one-dimensional system with ii = 5 showing how the boundary 
conditions are satisfied for the five point exchange formulation. A similar scheme 
is used for the linear exchange formulation but only the sub-cube nearest the 
boundary is reflected. 
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Figure 4.3. (a) Variation of the test function through the grain and (b) the 
dependence of the exchange energy with resolution n,' 	'linear formulation, 
- - -, 5 point formulation. 
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Figure 4.4. Dependence of the exchange energy E e on the angle 0 between two 
spins, figure (b) is a magnified section of (a); ' _____ ' linear formulation, 
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Anisotropy energy 
The cubic anisotropy is approximated by using the first anisotropy constant, K1  
and is a local term independent of the resolution. Equation 3.3 can be transformed 
to give, 
2 
	- (MI)4)A3 . 	 (4.10) 
For magnetite and nickel K1 is negative, resulting in the energy contour shown 
in figure 4.5. The easy (111) and intermediate (110) directions are low energy 
directions whereas the hard (100) directions are high energy directions. The 
convention used in this study will be that E° = 0 for a SD state aligned along 
one of the (100) hard directions and Ea < 0 for a SD state aligned in one of the 
(111) or (110) easy directions. 
Z [001] E = o 
4t1 
Figure 4.5. Three-dimensional contour plot of the magnetocrystalline energy 
for magnetite. The light and dark regions represent low and high values of E° 
respectively. The hard (100) axes are high energy regions and the easy (110) and 
(111) are low energy regions (Williams and Dunlop 1995). 
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External field energy 
Applying an external field H to the model with magnitude H (mT) and direction 
611 and OH  gives as an expression for El ,  
- 	M8 H• m1A3. 	 (4.11) 
Magnetostatic Energy 
This section describes how the FFT technique can be extended to calculate the 
magnetostatic energy for three-dimensional systems. Using Maxwell's equations 
for the field, H' due to all the elementary magnetic vectors, 
VxH'=J , 	 (4.12) 
C 
and assuming that the current density, J equals zero we can define a scalar poten-
tial such that H' = —V4. For a ferromagnet with volume V2 and surface 82, 
the potential at a point r1 due to a magnetostatic charge at r2 can be calculated 
from Green's function (Jackson 1975), 
1  IV V M(r2)dV + 	M(r2) 	dS2 , 	(4.13) 4 	r - r2 	4 is ir, - r2  
The model described in this study assumes that the magnetization within 
each sub-cube is of constant direction and magnitude (V . M = 0). Equation 4.13 
then reduces to solely the second term and the calculation becomes a sum over 
charged plates. Two methods for splitting a cubic system into charged plates 
have previously been used: (a) Berkov et al (1993) used an algorithm in which 
the the fundamental unit is a charged plate and the calculation is a sum over each 
charged plate; (b) Williams and Dunlop (1989) considered the fundamental unit 
to be a pair of charged plates and the calculation is a sum over each sub-cube. 
I implemented both schemes using a conventional N2 serial algorithm and found 
them to be identical in terms of the accuracy and number of calculations required 
(the difference in E° between the two schemes was less than 10%). The second 
method in which the sub-cube is the fundamental unit was used as the FFT 
algorithm is easier to implement, this is described in appendix D. Furthermore, 
using the sub-cube as the fundamental unit means that it is easy to modify 
the distance between each sub-cube from zero to some arbitrary distance. This 
would be useful for future projects in which each sub-cube represents a complete 
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SD grain and the interactions between SD grains either as in thin films or a 3d 
assemblage could be studied. 
Using the divergence theorem, fV V FdV = fS F ndS and denoting o as the 
charge density on plate 1, a = m n, a E {a,/,,y}, the energy per unit volume 
between the two plates shown in figure 4.6 becomes, 
IM —o f M(ri ) . H'dV = fLo f M(ri ) VdV 
Po J [V. (M(r j)) - V . M(ri)] dV = ftoM, f a j dS1 .(4.14) 
The potential, 4 at 1 due to the plate at position m is given by the first term in 
equation 4.13 so EIM 
d becomes, 
Ed - [to 	 910'M I / 	ala
m	 [Lo M 
dSid rn = 	Wi_mamai 	(4.15) lm - 471 1 iSm - rm 4ir 
where Wi_rn  is a coefficient with dimension L and is calculated using the method 
of Rhodes and Rowland (1954). For example, for the two orthogonal plates shown 
in figure 4.6, with (yl, zi) and (rEm , zm) the set of points inside the charged plates 
Uj and am respectively, then Wi_rn  is given by, 
Wi_rn f j j f
L1 
ClYidZidXm dZm , 	 (4.16) 
where r is the distance between (y, z1) and (mm , Zrn). Appendix C describes the 
evaluation of the integral in equation 4.16. 
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M 
Figure 4.7. The four interactions required for each configuration of charged 
plates. W is the sum of each of the four interactions shown. 
Figure 4.7 shows the 4 interactions which make up WaP.  The energy between 
the a plates at cube 1 and the /3 plates at cube m for the whole system is given 
by, 
	
Ed=M8Wal/3m . 	 (4.17) 
M 
All summations are assumed to be from 1 to n in each of the 3 dimensions. A 
factor of a half has been introduced in order to cancel the effect of counting 
combinations of plates twice during the full double summation. In addition, 
the reverse situation to that shown in figure 4.7 has to be considered, i.e. the 
interaction between the /3 plates at cube 1 and the a plates at cube m, 
- 	 W1 ai /3m + W1/3iam . 	(4.18) Cep 87r I m 	
,rn 
There is an also an additional constant value for each sub-cube given by 
(2/3)ir1to MA3 (Rhodes and Rowland 1954). The full magnetostatic energy is 
given by the following expression, 
Ed = 	> 	(mW) m1 	 (4.19) 8ir 
where the demagnetizing tensor is defined as, 
wao wceo w w9a = w 
W = WOU WOO w' w 	= w 	. 	(4.20) 
w w w w 
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Fast Fourier transform method 
Equation 4.17 requires 0(N2 ) calculations but by rewriting in terms of a con-
volution, and calculating in frequency space the number of calculations can be 
reduced to 0(N log N). The energy between the surface charges oj and Urn is 
given by, 
Ed = 	lV_mOUrn 	 (4.21) 
rn 
For clarityi the superscript c3 has been omitted from W. Using the standard 
equation for a convolution, 
(W * 17)1 = 	Wi_mUm , 	 (4.22) 
equation 4.17 can be written as 
Ed = AO 	—071(W*07)1 . 	 (4.23) 
8ir 
The first and obvious method to calculate the above convolution would be to 
use the convolution theorem, 
(W * 0 )i = 	(i/vk&k) , 	 (4.24) 
where 147k  and &k are the 3d Fourier transforms*  of W and a. Ed  can then be 
obtained by multiplying the result from J 1 (Wk&k) by c 1 in real space as in 
equation 4.23. But the inverse FFT can be eliminated by multiplying all three 
arrays in frequency space (see appendix D for a complete derivation), 
Ed - Ito 	
&k&_k1'Vk 
- 8irN k 
(4.25) 
where 5_i, represents the complex conjugate of &k. The expression for the com-
plete magnetostatic energy calculated in frequency space is given by, 
Ed - ItoA3 
4irN 
M 	
(thk*k) th 	, 	 (4.26) 
-  k 
* k now denotes the position in 3d frequency space as opposed to the third dimension in 
normal space. 
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where Wk  is the tensor, 
T,Taa 	 ,TaY 
Wk 	I W13a 1 WOO 1 TV/31' 	. 	 (4.27) 
j,TY I T''3 	W' 
As W 0  = W13 and W is real, the number of calculations can be reduced by 
writing 
&kI3kW + 	f3a-W E 	 , 	(4.28) 
and the modified tensor Wk now becomes, 
1Vap 1,,Ty 
Wk = 	0 	WOO VT13Y 	. 	 (4.29) 
0 0 
Implementing non-periodic Boundaries 
The convolution theorem assumes that the surface charges (a) are periodic in 
each of the 3 directions whereas real magnetite grains have a finite size with non-
magnetic or free-air boundaries. Figure 4.8 shows how the interaction array (W) 
and the charges (a) have to be arranged for a 1 dimensional system with N = 8 
in order to satisfy non-periodic boundary conditions. For both W and a, arrays 
have to be allocated so that the dimension of the array in each direction is twice 
as large as the resolution of the model. For example, a 3d model with a resolution 
of 32 x 32 x 32 sub-cubes requires arrays of size 64 x 64 x 64 to be allocated. 
The additional values of the charges a are set to zero in order to model free air 
boundary conditions (Press et al 1986). The additional values of the array W 
between i = —1 and i = —N represent the interactions when the sub-cube m, 
(shown in figure 4.7) is to the left of sub-cube 1. A similar method is implemented 
in the two other dimensions for the 3d model. 
i 
IA/ 
0 	 N-I 
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Figure 4.8. Arrangement of the interaction coefficients (W) and the array of 
charges (o) for a one-dimensional model with N = 8. In this example W is 
an even function, W at i = 0 represents the self-energy of the sub-cube, W at 
i = —N is equal to zero. 
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4.4 Discretization of gradient terms 
As the Cartesian direction cosines a, /3 and y have been calculated, it would be 
useful to use them in order to calculate the gradient. However, differentiating 
along the Cartesian basis vectors directly would make the problem a constrained 
one (it would be necessary to ensure m m = 1 at each iteration). As such it is 
preferable to use the chain rule to calculate the gradients along the polar basis 
vectors, 
3E - 3E 3m1 	ÔE - 	
(4.30) 
ao, ô3m ôi 
Anisotropy and external field gradients 
The anisotropy and external field gradients are local terms given by, 
3Ea 	
2K1z 	. ( i) 	 = —z\M 	H 	(4.31) 
ao, 30 	 aol 01 
Exchange gradients 
Considering the linear exchange formulation, the gradient at a sub-cube 1 is given 
by, 




.m 	 (4.32) 
\8mi 
and as mi is solely a function of Oi and çb (equation 4.1), 
3m,, 	f 1 i = 1 	3m1 	
{ 1 
 
3m1 0 i 1 3m1 0 Z- +1  i 	
(4.33) 
Eliminating i by substituting i = 1 for the first term in equation 4.32 and i + 1 = 1 
for the second term gives, 
3E 	3m1 =_ 
Ce 	(mi1 + mi_i) 	 (4.34) 3O 3O 
and a similar expression for 3E/3 1. 
Using equation 4.8 the gradient for the for the 5 point formulation is 
aBe 	C _____ 
= —A-- 	( 	
. Vm+m. 3(V2rn)\ 
3m1 2 \3m1 	 3m1 ) 	
(4.35) 
	









3(V2m) = 1 	J 16 1-  1 = 1 	 (4.37) 




3(V2m) - —m12 + 16m11  + 30m 1 + 16m1_1 - m1_2 = \72mj (4.38) 
- 12 3m1  
The first term in equation 4.35 reduces to V2  ml and as the 5 point difference 
formula is symmetric, the second term also reduces to V2m 1 , giving 
OE 	3m1 
ACe (V2m1) , 	 (4.39) 
ao,
and similarly for 0Ee/Dçbi. 
Magnetostatic gradients 
Starting from equation 4.18 and considering just the interaction between the a 
and 3 plates, the energy between the sub-cube at 1 and all the other sub-cubes 
is, 
= W1 ai/3m+W1 ami3i 	 (4.40) 
M 	 in 
OE d 	 WOO - ôai  DO 	3/3m 30, 
301 
- 
a 3am 30i 	3i3 30j 
+ 	Wi m(/3i + öam) 	(4.41) 
The condition for i is simply, 
'90i 	
f o il
i 1  
=l	
, 	 (4.42) 
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giving 
3i3  9ai 
	
= 	W n(/3n + '901
cvi) + 	w1(ao,j31 + 	am) 	(4.43) 
and as W 	W and 5/3m/OOi 	= 0, 
ÔEd 
L =W 	+ i3i'c m ), 	 (4.44) 
where & denotes the derivative 49am /4991 . 
The rest of this section will describe how the FFT technique can be applied 
to calculate the magnetostatic gradient using the minimum number of FFT cal-
culations. The first term in equation 4.44 can be written as a convolution, 
( 	
Wi m) = (w * 	= 	' (WA), . 	(4.45) 
and similarly for the second term, 
o f 
(a
') i_m 	= 
M 	
(w * = 	(W:&)1 	(4.46) 
In order to calculate the gradients for each combination of plates it is necessary 
to use the property that Fourier transforms are linear, 
- a''() + 	1(2)  + 	1(3) 	, 	 (4.47) 561 - 
where the dummy variables 61, 62 and  63  are given by, 
= W'3 + W'y + W'a 	2 = Wa + W + W/ (4.48) 
= Wa + W3 + WT5 
But as W is real the number of inverse FFT routines required can be reduced 
from three to two by calculating T 1[ 1  + i 21, 
= 	E 1 [ 1 + i2]) 	_1() = 	F 1 [ 1  + i 2]) 	(4.49) 
where R and represent the real and imaginary components of a complex num-
ber. Thus to calculate the full gradient, three FFT calculations for a,/3 and 'y are 
required and two inverse transforms, .771[ 1  + 1 2] and .F'(3). 
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Test of the gradients 
It is important to check that the gradients are calculated correctly. At each sub-
cube the gradient was calculated using the expressions described in section 4.4. 
The gradient was also calculated numerically using 
gnumeric 	[E(0 + SO, q) - E(9, )]/89} 
	
(4.50) 
where SO is a small angle. Table 4.1 shows the largest difference between gra-
dients calculated using the above formulations (ganalytic)  and those calculated 
numerically (gnumeric).  All the gradients are of the same order of magnitude as 
SO. Each difference has been normalized by the analytic value, i.e.(ganalytjc - 
9nmeric ) /ganalytic). 
Eh Ea E 	(linear approx.) E 	(5 point) E'1 (FFT) 
6.246 x iO 6.069 >< 10-2  1.8825 x 10 2  5.948 x 102  6.721 x iO 
Table 4.1. List of the maximum error in the gradient for each energy term. The 
magnetization state is a a vortex state of resolution n = 4. SO = 0.01radians. 
4.5 Conjugate gradient method of minimization 
For a full introduction to the conjugate gradient technique, see Press et al (1986); 
the basic routine will be described first and then the more sophisticated im-
plementation used in this study. Let x be a vector of variables, in our case 
X = (qi, 01 ,. . . ,ON12, ON/2). Solely for this section N will be redefined from the 
number of sub-cubes to the number of variables, so that N = 2n3. f(x) is the 
function to be minimized, (f (x) = Et0t0l = Ee + Ed  + Ea + Eh),  and g(x) is the 
analytic gradient vector, 
g(x)=Vf(x)= 
öf + of 
—+ + Of + 
Of 
Ou 1 5u 1 	Ou 12  OU9N/2 ' 
	(4.51) 
where the basis vectors u are defined by the set u = (u 1 ,u91 ,. . . ,u N,2 ,ueN/2 ). 
The conjugate gradient method uses an iterative procedure to find a sequence 
X, 	. xmin, by minimizing along successive directions 	 using the 
vector g,, = g(xj). The goal is to find a set of directions di that will reach a 
minimum in as few steps as possible. It is easy to see that apart from trivial 
quadratic functions, minimizing along either the basis vectors or along successive 
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steepest descent directions is inefficient. For any general function we want to 
minimize along a line such that we do not spoil the minimization along previous 
line searches. To find the conditions for a set of these directions f(x) can be 
approximated by a Taylor series expansion. 
where 
1 	ö2 f 




cf(x) 	b—Vf I x 
32 f 
oxioxi 	(4.53) 
After minimizing in the direction di a new direction d 1 is required so the 
minimization along the previous direction di is not spoilt. This condition is just 
that the change in the gradient stays perpendicular to d, 
0 = d . S(Vf) . 	 (4.54) 
The change in the gradient along a direction ax is given by, 
S(Vf) = A (Sx). 	 (4.55) 
This gives the requirement for conjugacy that along some direction, d+1 = ax 
d•A•d +1 =0 
	
(4.56) 
A two-dimensional quadratic function shown in figure 4.9 illustrates the idea 
of finding conjugate directions. Starting at an initial point minimize along the 
direction of the basis vectors d0 = (ui, 0) and then d1 = (0, u2), find a new search 
direction that's conjugate to d1 by calculating d2 = x2 - xo. Minimize along d2 
to get x3. Put d0 = (0,u2), d1 is equal to the the previous d2 and d3 = x5 - x3. 
And minimize along d3 to find xm . It can be proved that d1 and d2 satisfies 
equation 4.56 and for quadratic functions this scheme will find a minimum in 
N(N + 1) line minimizations. The number of line minimizations will increase for 
functions that are not quadratic. 
U 2 
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Figure 4.9. Schematic diagram of how the conjugate gradient method finds 
Xmim, the minimum of a two-dimensional quadratic function. 
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The full implementation is taken from Powell (1977) who introduced the con-
cept of restarting the minimization if the search along a set of directions becomes 
inefficient. This introduces a new counter t which is reset every time a restart 
is required and two extra storage arrays dt and g. These are initially set to 
dt = g± = —Vf(xo). The full algorithm is described by the following steps; 
Step 1. Select xo, set i = 0 and set g0 = d0 = —Vf(xo). 
Step 2. Move a distance ) along d2 such that f(x + \d) is at a minimum. 
Step 3. Set x = x + Adi and g'  g(xj i) 
Step 4. If g(xj+i) = 0 then a minimum is found and stop. If not choose a new 
search direction given by, 
d+1 = 
= (g+i - gi) 9 1  
d(g1 - gi) 
(4.57) 
g+1 (gt+i - g) 
= d . (gt+i - gt) 	
(4.58) 
Step 5. Check if a restart is need. If restarting set t = i, dt = d, g, = gi and goto 
step 1. If not restarting, goto step 2. 
There are three conditions for restarting, 
If the gradients gj and gi lose their orthogonality it becomes inefficient 
to carry on searching. This condition is given by, 
gi+i gi > 0.2(gi . g+i) 
	
(4.59) 
After N successive conjugate line searches the directions 'fold up' on each 
other, i.e. d+1 = dt+N+l. A restart is necessary if (i + 1 - t) > N. 
If the new search direction is not sufficiently down hill enough, i.e if 
d . gii <0.2d gi 	 (4.60) 
In the same way that searching along successive steepest descent directions is 
inefficient it is also inefficient to restart along the steepest direction. The direction 
used for restarting is given by equation 4.57 but with -yi set to zero. 
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4.6 Modelling non-cubic grain shapes 
Non-cubic grains may be modelled using one or a combination of two methods: 
(a) by modifying the number of sub-cubes on a side in order to model general 
parallelepiped rectangular grains; or (b) modeling any arbitrary shaped grain by 
masking off sub-cubes which are not part of the grain. Sub-cubes which are not 
part of the grain are forced to have M = 0 by setting a,3 and 'y  to zero at each 
iteration of the conjugate gradient routine. This involves calculating a single 
array whose value is 1 inside the grain and zero outside the grain and multiplying 
a,3 and 'y by this array at each iteration. This means that the non-magnetic 
sub-cubes do not contribute to the total energy and if the gradients are also 
set to zero outside the grain, the CG routine will not attempt to modify these 
magnetizations. 
Thomson (1993) calculated the magnetic structure of octahedral grains by 
converting the nonlocal energy terms to sum over exactly as many sub-cubes 
as required to form an octahedral shape. This turned out to be a complicated 
algorithm to program and required a high book-keeping overhead. Although 
using the masking off method is more wasteful in that the masked off sub-cubes 
still have to be incorporated into the calculations, the FFT technique means it 
is still faster than the method used by Thomson (1993). It is also a general 
system that allows the magnetic states of any number of different shaped grains 
to be calculated. The linear exchange formulation was assumed for irregular 
grains as the boundary conditions for the 5 point formulation adds considerable 
complications. 
4.7 Material parameters for magnetite 
The three parameters which need to be determined are the anisotropy constant, 
K1, the saturation magnetization, M5 and the exchange constant Ce. All the 
values are room temperature values. The value for K1 = 1.25 >< 104Jm 3 was 
taken from Fletcher and O'Reilly (1974). The value for M = 4.8>< 105Am was 
taken from Heider (1988). The exchange constant Ce = 2.64 x 10'Jm' was 
taken from Heider and Williams (1988). 
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4.8 Stray fields and simulated Bitter patterns 
The experimental Bitter pattern technique permits the observation of domain 
walls by using a colloid consisting of a suspension of fine superparamagnetic 
grains which are attracted to the stray field of a domain wall. The density of 
colloid above a particular point was shown by Kittel (1940), and more thoroughly 
by Hartmann and Mende (1985) to be proportional to H 2 where H is the stray 
field intensity above the grain. The stray field is defined as the effective field 
calculated outside the grain and is solely due to the long range magnetostatic 
force. From equations 4.19 and 3.9, 
H1= 1 
öEd M8 
3m1 - 8-7r m 
Wi m mm . 	(4.61) 
For example the x component of the field at the position 1 in the 3d coordinate 
system, H is given by 
H = - 	[W11  + W1 f + W'y1} 	 (4.62) 
8ir m 
Again this is a convolution which may be expressed as the inverse Fourier trans-
form, 
H1 = - 	Wi m mm = - 	(W * rn)
8-7r
1 = 	J'[*. ih]1 . (4.63) 
Figure 4.10 compares the stray field from a single-domain cubic grain calcu- 
lated using equation 4.63 with the stray field for a dipole. The effective field 
surrounding a 8 >< 8 x 8 cube was calculated using a resolution of n = 16 and 
masking off all but a corner of the volume. The magnetization in the remaining 
cube was then set to a single-domain state in the z direction. The two models 
agree well at a distance of w/L = 1 away from the cube edge, the difference be-
tween the FFT calculation and the dipole approximation for the x and z traverses 
being 0.35% and 0.4% respectively. In addition, figure 4.10 shows how the dipole 
approximation diverges from the FFT algorithm close to the cube edge. 
Figure 4.11 shows how the computational space is divided up in order to 
simulate experimental Bitter patterns. The lower half of the computation space 
is allocated to the top half of the grain and the upper half of the computation 
space is set to non-magnetic sub-cubes. H2 is then calculated for each sub-cube 
- z traverse for dipole 
I 
x traverse for dipole 
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Figure 4.10. Comparison of the field due to a dipole and the field due to a 
uniformly magnetized cube of edge length d calculated using the FFT technique. 
The coordinate system has been shifted so that the centre of the cube is at the 
origin. 
Figure 4.11. Sketch of how the computation space is used to simulate Bitter 
patterns. The shaded region represents the top half of the grain and the upper 
half of the computation space is set to zero. 
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in the top half using equation 4.63. The Bitter pattern is then a contour plot of 
H 2(i,j), which is computed from an integration with Ic above the grain, 
H2(i,j) = 	H(i,j, Ic) + H(i ) j, k) + H(i,j, Ic) 	. (4.64) 
k=n/2+]. 
As an example figure 4.12 shows a well defined Bitter pattern from a test structure 
consisting of two anti-parallel domains and a Bloch wall. 
4.9 Hysteresis simulation 
Hysteresis measurements yield parameters which are related to the stability, 
i.e coercivity and signal strength, i.e saturation remanence. The reversal mech-
anism from one domain state to a domain state in the opposite direction is in 
general a dynamical process described by the Landau- Lifshitz-Gilbert equation, 
dM 
- 	
= 'yoM X Heff 	x (Mx Heff) 	 (4.65) 
where 'yO  is the gyromagnetic ratio and \ is the damping constant. The first term 
on the right hand side is the torque exerted on the magnetization by the effective 
field and the second term is a damping term. The dynamical calculation can 
be simplified by assuming infinite damping, which sets the second term to zero. 
Equation 4.65 then reduces to the condition for equilibrium. If the torque on the 
magnetization, M x H eff is zero then there will be no change with the magne-
tization with time. The reversal mechanism is then determined by calculating 
a series of LEM states at intermediate field values from saturation in one direc-
tion to saturation in the opposite direction. The magnetization states obtained 
by Schabes and Bertram (1988) who used this quasi-static approach have been 
confirmed by Nakatani et al (1989) who solved the full dynamic calculation using 
a backward difference scheme (Press et al 1986). 
In addition, Nakatani et al (1989) calculated that a 0.05am SD cubic grain 
of iron takes iOns to reverse direction after an external field is applied in the 
opposite direction to the magnetization. This is many orders of magnitude faster 
than the time taken for modern magnetometers2 to measure a full hysteresis curve 
( 	1mm.) and standard vibrating sample laboratory magnetometers ( 15mm.). 
2Princeton Measurements Corporation, Micromag 2900 Alternating Gradient Magnetometer 
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Chapter 5. Results for cubic grains 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents results which model the room temperature (25'C) magne-
tization of synthetic cubic grains of magnetite such as those precipitated from 
solution or grown hydrothermally. The aim is to predict accurately the domain 
states of PSD grains and then use these domain states to simulate Bitter pat-
terns. The results will be considered in terms of, (a) whether 3d models show 
surface magnetization patterns which are representative of their own internal 
magnetization and (b) the relationship between simulated Bitter patterns and 
the magnetization of the grain. Bitter pattern simulations will be compared with 
experimental domain observations in chapter 8. 
The maximum grain size which can be modelled is determined by the resolu-
tion of the model which in turn depends on the computing time and the amount 
of memory available. The maximum resolution on the CM-200 is 64 >< 64 x 64 
and the maximum grain size using this resolution is d = 4gm. However using a 
resolution of 64 x 64 >< 64 is extremely time-consuming and so only a few equilib-
rium states were calculated. Using a smaller resolution of 32 x 32 x 32 allowed 
equilibrium states to be calculated in a much shorter time, allowing many states 
to be calculated at a range of grain sizes. 
The need to model irregular grains using the linear exchange formulation 
means that results for cubic grains using both the linear and the 5 point formu-
lation will be compared in this chapter. 
5.2 Results for grains 0.01/Lm < d < 1jtm, 32 x 32 x 32 model 
This section predicts the magnetization states of magnetite grains as they crys-
tallize from an aqueous solution. A SD state was first used as an initial state at 
a small grain size of d = 0.01m and an equilibrium solution calculated using the 
conjugate-gradient (CG) routine. This solution was then used as an initial guess 
to the CG routine at 0.02m and this process repeated in steps of 0.01am until 
0.3m and then in steps of 0.1m until ljtm. Figure 5.1a shows the energy values 
for these results as a function of grain size, the results for grains decreasing in 
size were obtained by a similar process going from 0.4m to O.Oljim. 
Results presented in this section were calculated using the 5 point exchange 
formulation and a resolution of 32 >< 32 >< 32 sub-cubes and took 3.5 hours of 
55 
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computation time for the complete set. All the results were calculated using a 
zero external field and all energy values have been normalized by the energy of a 
SD state with the direction of the magnetization parallel to a cube edge. 
State A, d = 0.1tm 
As the grain size increases from 0.01tm the magnetization changes continuously 
from a uniform SD state to a state that is mostly single-domain but with deflection 
at the 8 corners. Figure 5.2 shows the magnetization vectors and the orientation of 
the 2d planes is shown in figure 5.3. This is a flower state similar to that calculated 
by Schabes and Bertram (1988) and Williams and Dunlop (1989). A plot of the 
surface magnetization in figure 5.2a shows that there is a gradual variation in 
vertical deflection from the centre of the grain to the corners. This deflection at 
the corners decreases the magnetostatic energy by moving like surface charges 
away from each other and unlike charges together. 
Figure 5.1b shows how the [001] component of the magnetization, M,' /MS 
varies with increasing grain size. For grains smaller than ci = 0.07/m, M,' /M$ is 
always greater than 0.95. Although there is no clear distinction between SD grains 
and flower states, figure 5.1b suggests that for SD grains smaller than 0.07fLm, 
Néel's (1949,1955) theory of TRM and VRM acquisition is still applicable. This 
is not a conclusive test as a small amount of flowering may affect the energy 
barrier to domain reversal in a non-linear way. However low resolution 3d models 
by Enkin and Williams (1994) calculated the energy barrier for domain reversal 
in grains up to 0.07im in size, and found that any flowering did not significantly 
increase the energy barrier. 
State B, ci = 0.2im 
Figure 5.4a shows that at d = 0.21Lm the flowering is no longer uniform throughout 
the grain and large regions at the corners are now aligned parallel to the (111) 
easy directions. This can be seen from the dependence of E° with grain size 
as shown in figure 5.5. For grains larger than 0.071m the anisotropy energy 
decreases more rapidly with grain size as the direction of the magnetization at 
the corners aligns with the easy axes. This can also be seen in how the exchange 
energy, Ee varies between 0.1km to 0.2gm. As the magnetization in progressively 
larger regions of the grain becomes aligned parallel to each other, Ee decreases 
from a maximum at ci = 0.1/-m to a minimum at d = 0.2jm. 
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Figure 5.1. (a) Normalised free energy results and (b) [001] magnetization 
component for cubic grains as a function of grain size using the five point exchange 
formulation. Solid lines represent grains grown from a 0.01/Lm SD state in the 
[001] direction and dashed lines are for grains decreasing in size from 0.4gm down 
to 0.01gm. 
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Figure 5.2. State A for a 0.1am grain grown from an 0.01iim SD initial guess, 
E/ESD = 0.83, MZ /MS = 0.92, H = OmT. 
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Figure 5.3. Sketch of a flower state and the x,y and z view directions for results 
presented in this chapter. The lower rear corner of the cube is positioned at the 
origin. For a 32 x 32 >< 32 model the z = 32 plane is defined as the top surface 
and the z = 1 slice is viewed through the grain, in other words the grain is not 
viewed in the opposite direction for the z = 1 slice. 
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Figure 5.4. State B, d = 0.2gm grain grown from an 0.01im SD initial guess, 
E/ESD = 0.69, MZ /MS = 0.79, H = OmT. 
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Figure 5.5. Dependence of E , E and Ed  on grain size ci. 
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State C, d = 0.4tm 
There is a discontinuous jump at 0.22tm from a flower state in the z direction to 
a vortex state. The vortex state at 0.4gm is shown as a cutaway in figure 5.6 and 
as 2d planes in figure 5.7. The vortex dominates the grain with the core aligned at 
an angle of 40° to the x axis in order to reduce the magnet ocryst alline anisotropy 
energy. In addition the surface charges which occur at the edge of the grain in low 
resolution models do not arise in the high resolution model. This was anticipated 
by Butler and Banerjee (1975) who suggested that the magnetization may rotate 
to align along the edges at the expense of the exchange energy. Section 5.3 will 
show that both these effects become less noticeable as the grain size decreases, 
so that at 0.1jm the core becomes more aligned in the [001] direction and more 
surface charges occur at the edges. This state has a total moment given by 
M 0 	(M + M + M )1/2/M5 =0.033, whereas experimentally measured Mrs /M5 
values lie between 0.05 and 0.1 at d = 0.4gm (figure 2.3). Although this is a low 
moment state it is the magnetization states at saturation remanence, presented 
in chapter 7 which are required in order to compare with experimental values of 
Mrs/Ms . 
Figure 5.5 shows that the transition from a flower to a vortex state is dom-
inated by a large decrease in Ed.  At the surfaces E° aligns the magnetization 
parallel to the surfaces, resulting in a reduction in the number of free poles. It is 
interesting to note that figure 5.5 also shows an increase in E  at the flower-vortex 
transition. Furthermore, the vortex state is favourable because the reduction in 
Ed is much greater than the necessary increase in E .  
Although the magnetization varies uniformly throughout the grain with no 
well defined domain walls, there is a distinct two-domain component as shown in 
figure 5.7b. A comparison between figure 5.6 and a schematic sketch of a two-
domain grain, shown in figure 5.8, illustrates the limitation of id Amar models. 
Each of the models has a similar topology although the high resolution model 
prohibits the free poles at the surface of the grain which are assumed in the two-
domain model. Furthermore, section 5.5 will show that the small grain size and 
the (111) easy directions in magnetite mean that the vortex state is favoured over 
a two-domain state with closure domains. 
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Figure 5.7. State C for a 0.4jim grain grown from an 0.01gm SD initial guess, 
E/ESD = 0.032, M33 /M8 =0.0165, H = OmT. 
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Figure 5.8. Schematic diagram of a two-domain grain with a Néel wall which 
reverses direction. The circle in the centre of the Néel wall represents a Bloch 
line. 
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State D, d = 1.0im 
There is a gradual transition from the previous vortex state C, to the state D 
shown as a 3d view in figure 5.9 and as 2d planes in figure 5.10. A comparison 
between figures 5.7b and 5.10b shows a transition from a vortex state which 
dominates the grain to a fan type structure in the centre of the grain shielded by 
two surface domains. The main features of state D are listed as; 
Figure 5.10b shows that the central region (labeled I) consists of a rapidly 
varying magnetization. Figure 5.11 shows how the vortex state evolves as 
the grain size increases from 0.1jtm up to 1jm by plotting out the diagonal 
(101) plane. The diagonal plane clearly shows how the state evolves from 
the vortex state at 0.1km to a state in which domains form in the (110) 
directions at the grain's edges. In addition the sequence shows that at 
1.Ojtm there is no vorticity in the centre of the grain. 
Figure 5.9 shows two thin surface domains, ha and JIb in which the vectors 
are aligned parallel to the surface down to a depth of 0.2/am. The directions 
of the magnetization in regions ha and JIb are in opposite senses and 
together they form a shell which encloses and shields the central region (I). 
The domains ha and JIb act as two anti-parallel domains which produce 
large regions on the surface in which the magnetization aligns parallel to 
the surface along the (110) easy directions. 
The state has evolved from a vortex state in which the magnetization curls 
round a central line to a state in which the vorticity is contained within 
two small regions of the grain. At 0.4gm the vorticity curls around a line 
whereas at 1.0jm the magnetization curls around two distinct points either 
side of the grain. These new regions will be referred to as knots which act 
as nucleation sites for the domain walls shown in figures 5.10 and 5.9. The 
angle of 109° between the two domain walls nucleated by the knot is similar 
to that measured experimentally on much larger grains. 
Two smaller regions lila and IlIb which act as closure domains. 
Figure 5.10d shows two well defined domains in the [11110] (labelled as ha) 
and [110] (lIla) directions, separated by a 0.061Lm wide Néel wall. For the 
first time 3d models show domain patterns in which the magnet ocryst alline 
anisotropy controls the magnetization to align along the intermediate (110) 
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axes at the grain's surface. The left and right edges of figure 5.10d show 
that the magnetostatic energy controls the magnetization to align along 
the [100] and [100] directions respectively. These (100) directions are only 
maintained for the first two vectors inside the grain, after which Ed  controls 
the vectors to align parallel to the surface and E a in the (110) directions. 
Other surfaces such as that shown in figure 5.11h show no domain walls. 
Halgedahl and Fuller (1980) reported that Bitter patterns on much larger 
grains showed no domain walls and interpreted these grains as being in SD 
metastable LEM states. The magnetization patterns shown in figure 5.10 
suggest that grains which show no surface magnetization patterns can still 
shield a complicated internal magnetization. 
As with state C, state D is symmetrical about the centre point of the cube; 
this can be seen in the symmetrical pair of figures 5.10a and 5.10c and 
figures 5.10b and 5.10f. 
The surface patterns from 0.4,am to 1.0gm agree with classical domain theory 
in that at the smaller grain size Ee dominates and causes the magnetization to 
vary uniformly throughout the surface. As the grain size increases Ed  dominates 
and forms regions in which the magnetization vectors align parallel to each other. 
In addition the high resolution model shows the magnetocrystalline energy con-
trolling the domain states for the first time in magnetite. This is reflected in 
the negative energy for state D (E/ESD = —0.03), and is a result of Ea being 
negative and larger than the sum of Ed  and  E. 
The magnetization remains in the same state as the grain size increases from 
1m to 3im but a series of separate LEM states were obtained in this size range 
by starting from different initial states. For example, figure 5.12 shows a 3tm 
grain which was obtained by using a SD initial state in the (111) direction. For 
grains larger than 3gm, the 32 x 32 x 32 model breaks up and the magnetization 
forms a disordered random state. 
Simulated Bitter Pattern for State D 
Figure 5.13 shows simulated Bitter patterns for state D. The domain wall sepa-
rating the regions ha and lila are not imaged due to the shallow depth of the 
wall. This is a result of the negative anisotropy constant producing (110) domains 
at the surface and (111) domains in the interior. 
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Figure 5.10 continued. 




(a) d = 0.1gm 
	
(b) d = 0.4/2m 
Figure 5.11. Evolution from vortex state to domains as the grain size increases. 
The (101) plane shows the transition from vortex states to domain states more 
clearly than the (100) plane because the vortex core is offset by 45° to the [100] 
direction and the domains at d = 1im are in the (110) directions. 
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Figure 5.11 continued 
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Figure 5.12. Magnetization state for a 3tm grain using the linear exchange 
formulation. This solution was obtained by using a SD state in the [111] direction 
as an initial state for the CG routine. 
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(a) Simulated Bitter pattern for state D 
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Figure 5.13. Surface magnetization and simulated Bitter pattern for the 1m 
state (D). The difference between the surface magnetization and the interior 
magnetization results in a Bitter pattern which is neither representative of the 
interior nor the surface magnetization. 
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5.3 Critical grain size 
Figure 5.14 compares results for increasing and decreasing grain sizes for grains 
between 0.01tm and 0.41Lm. The values for grains decreasing in size are shown 
as a dotted line and were calculated by using state C as an initial state at 0.3jim. 
An equilibrium state was calculated and this state used as an initial guess at 
0.28im. This was repeated in steps of 0.02/.Lm down to 0.11Lm and then in steps 
of 0.01/Lm down to 0.01jm. 
The magnetization remains in a vortex state from d = 0.4uim to d = 0.07m, 
figures 5.15a and 5.15b show that the vortex state remains well defined but the 
magnetization becomes progressively aligned in the [100] direction and more sur-
face charges occur at the corners. At d = 0.06iim and d = 0.05 /-Lm the magneti-
zation changes from a vortex to a flower state aligned along the [101] direction 
as shown in figure 5.15c. Between d = 0.04gm and d = 0.01km the magnetiza-
tion occupies a uniform SD state aligned along the [101] direction as shown in 
figure 5.15d. An important point is that the vortex state changes to a [101] SD 
state which is a lower energy state than the original [001] SD state. This is a 
result which occurs in high resolution models but not low resolution models as 
low resolution models transfer from a vortex state to a [001] SD state. 
Figure 5.14a shows that the energy for the vortex state never exceeds that 
of the flower state. These results predict a definite critical size for magnetite in 
cubic grains; vortex states exist only in grains larger than 0.07/Lm and are more 
energetically favourable than SD states for all grains larger than 0.07gm. 
One of the important parameters in the CC routine routine is the initial step. 
Dfpred is a scalar factor which determines the angle about which the vectors are 
first rotated along the direction of steepest descent. There is no guarantee that 
as the grain size decreases the CC routine remains in an LEM state. The initial 
step may 'tunnel' through an energy barrier and then find a separate LEM state. 
Figure 5.16 shows a sketch of two possible situations as the grain size is decreased 
from ci = 0.07m to d = 0.061tm. To test whether the vortex state is unavailable 
below 0.07/am the transition from 0.07gm to 0.06tm was repeated using several 
values for dfpred. The same transition from a vortex state to a flower to a SD 
state occurred for a range of values of dfpred. 
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Figure 5.14. (a) Normalised energy and (b) [100] magnetization components as 
a function of grain size showing a transition from vortex states to SD states as 
the grain size decreases. 
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Figure 5.15. Arrow plots for grains decreasing in size, (a,b) vortex states, (c) 
[101] flower state with deflection at the corners, (d) [101] single-domain state 
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(a) Vortex state exists at 0.061um 
d = O.06/2m,/ E 
flower 
vortex state 
xl 	 x 	x 
(b) Vortex state doesn't exist at 0.06m 
Figure 5.16. Schematic energy surfaces showing two possible situations as the 
grain size is decreased from d = 0.07m to d = 0.06m, (a) what may happen 
if the initial conjugate gradient step is too large and the vortex state exists at 
0.06m. The initial step is too large and the magnetization tunnels through to 
another LEM state. (b) What actually happens is that the LEM state disappears 
at the smaller size of d = 0.06tm. 
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5.4 Solution for a 4mi grain, 64 x 64 x 64 model 
An equilibrium magnetization state at d = 4m was obtained by minimizing from 
a SD initial state using a resolution of 64 >< 64 >< 64. Figure 5.17a shows that 
the magnetization at the surface of the grain contains similar features to those 
seen in experimental domain observations on larger grains. The main feature 
of the surface plot are three well defined domains which are aligned parallel to 
the grain surface and along the [011], [011] and [011] intermediate directions. 
The basic geometry of the domains is similar to the three domain surface state 
shown in figure 5.12c but with increased detail. For example, figure 5.17a shows 
4 small domains at the edge of the grain marked by an asterix. These are features 
which are similar to the spike domains seen in figure 1.2, although the domains in 
figure 5.17a are less angular and more rounded. Vortex states which dominated 
the magnetization in smaller grains have become localized features which nucleate 
domain walls. These localized vortices are similar to the knots seen in state D 
and figure 5.17a points out one of these knots, the other being on the opposite 
side of the grain. It is interesting to note that at 4tm it is favourable for some 
domain walls to extend to the edge of the grain, e.g the domain wall at the top 
of figure 5.17a. This contrasts with the magnetization in state D in which the 
magnetization along each edge forms an unbroken line. 
The three domains in figure 5.17a are surface patterns which only extend 
0.6gm into the interior of the grain. Figure 5.17b shows the extent to which 
the [011] domain in figure 5.17a extends into the grain and also shows that the 
magnetization in the centre of the grain consists of four lamellar domains. These 
four lamellar domains in the centre of the grain are aligned along the easy (111) 
directions. Figure 5.17b also shows a small closure domain. These are the first 
results for magnetite which clearly show several well defined lamellar domains. 
Figures 5.17b-d show a progression from the centre of the grain through to 
the surface. Figure 5.17c shows that 1/4 of the way through the grain the magne-
tization consists mainly of four Kill)  domains which rotate around a central line. 
Figure 5.17d shows that the surface magnetization is composed of (110) domains 
separated by curved domain walls. 
Figure 5.18 shows that the simulated Bitter patterns are neither representative 
of either the the interior (111) domains nor the surface (110) domains. The only 
feature which is picked up is the point in the centre of the grain where the 4 
domain walls meet (figures 5.17d and 5.18c). 
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5.5 Effect of modifying the anisotropy constant 
Results in the previous section showed that magnetization states in larger grains 
show complicated states as E° and E a aligns the magnetization along the (110) 
directions at the surface and E° aligns the magnetization in the (111) directions 
in the interior of the grain. The directions of the easy axes can be controlled by 
varying the anisotropy constant, K1. A negative value for K1 results in easy axes 
along the (111) directions and a positive value for K1 results in easy axes along 
the (100) directions. 
Figure 5.19 shows how the magnetization depends on the value of K1, keep-
ing M and Ce constant. As K1 changes from negative to positive there is a 
corresponding change from the state D to the four-closure-domain state shown 
in figure 5.19d. This four-closure domain state is a 2d pattern which extends 
through the grain in the x direction. In contrast to state E which has different 
magnetization directions at the surface and in the interior, the positive anisotropy 
constant controls the magnetization to align along the (100) directions through-
out the grain. Using the state shown in figure 5.19d as an initial state for the 
CG routine and using K1 = —1.25 x 104 Jm 3 (the value for magnetite) results 
in state D again; this shows that the classical four-closure-domain state is un-
stable for magnetite. Furthermore, the four-closure-domain state is identical to 
that calculated by Xu et al (1994) who attempted to model a cubic magnetite 
grain using the 2d scheme shown in figure 3.2c. From the 3d results presented, 
the four-closure-domain state is unavailable to magnetite and attempts to model 
cubic grains by 2d models introduce an artificial anisotropy and thus have to be 
regarded as fundamentally limited to modelling thin films. 
Figures 5.20 and 5.21 show similar results using the material constants for 
iron with K1 = 4.8 >< 104 Jm 3, M = 17 x 105Am and Ce = 2.43 X 10"Jm 1. 
Both results show well defined Bitter patterns which are similar to those seen 
experimentally. These two results show that the lack of clear domain walls in 
the simulated Bitter patterns for magnetite are a result of the inhomogenous 
magnetization and not of any possible error in the calculation of the stray field. 
Williams and Dunlop (1990) calculated magnetization states for a 1m mag-
netite grain using a 12 >< 12 x 12 model and found states which were similar to 
figure 5.21, suggesting that low resolution 3d models also artificially constrain the 
magnetization states. In low resolution models, the magnetostatic energy aligns 
the magnetization parallel to the (100) directions at the surfaces, but in addition, 
incorrectly extends the (100) domains to the centre of the grain. 
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(b) Magnetization vectors, x = 32 plane 
Figure 5.20. Magnetization and simulated Bitter pattern for a ljtm cubic grain 
of iron, E/ESD = 0.072. This result was obtained by using the vortex state C 
shown in figure 5.7 as an initial state in the CG routine. 





(a) Simulated Bitter pattern. 
1im 
Figure 5.21. Surface magnetization and simulated Bitter pattern for a 1tm 
cubic grain of iron, E/ESD = 0.12. This state was obtained by minimizing from 
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5.6 Results using the linear exchange formulation 
Figure 5.22 shows the dependence of the energy with grain size using the same 
method described in section 5.2 except a linear exchange formulation was imple-
mented instead of the 5 point formulation. Figures 5.23a and 5.23d show that 
as the grain size increases the same transition at 0.2im from a flower state to a 
vortex state occurs. The important difference is that as the grain size decreases 
the magnetization remains in a vortex state down to 0.01tm. Figure 5.23c shows 
the magnetization becomes progressively aligned in the [001] direction. Although 
the magnetization is mostly single-domain, each corner rotates in the same sense 
as the vortex state in figure 5.23d. 
Figure 5.22 shows that the flower state is a lower energy state than the two-
domain (21)) state for grains smaller than 0.15,am. As the CG routine uses a 
restricted search space, it may be that the 2D state is still a possible equilibrium 
state. In order to check this, several minimizations using a 2D state as an initial 
guess were calculated. Vortex states were consistently obtained at all grain sizes 
and therefore it is fairly certain that the 2D state is unavailable for magnetite. 
Furthermore three domain and four domain states were also used as initial states 
and similar vortex states were obtained for grains smaller than 1.0gm. 
Results were also calculated using the linear exchange formulation for a 64 x 
64 x 64 model. Instead of the domain structures shown in figure 5.17 the structures 
consisted of several large vortices. This shows that the micromagnetic model is 
sensitive to the exchange formulation and that using the stiffer 5 point exchange 
is important when calculating domain states in cubic grains. 
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Figure 5.22. Normalized free energy results for cubic grains as a function of 
grain size using the linear exchange formulation. Solid lines represent grains 
grown from a 0.01,um SD state with the magnetization parallel to the z axis up 
to 1m vortex state, dashed lines are for grains decreasing in size from 0.4jm 
down to 0.01m . The results for the two-domain state were taken from Enkin 
and Dunlop (1987) who also used a linear exchange formulation. 
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Figure 5.23. Solutions for grains of size d = 0.2gm, 0.4um and 0.051im using 
the linear exchange formulation (from figure 5.22) 




The lowest energy magnetization states as a function of grain size have been 
calculated as; 
Single-domain states, d < 0.07jim 
Vortex states, 0.07jun d 	litm 
Domain states, d ;~ 1im. 
A sketch of the progression from domain states is shown in figure 5.24. The 
transition from vortex states to domain states is characterized by state D 
in which a two-domain outer shell shields an interior magnetization. 
A 4im grain consists of (110) surface domains and (111) interior domains. 
Any vorticity in the magnetization state is confined to local regions. 
Simulated Bitter patterns do not image the domain walls due to the shallow 
depth of the surface domains. 
Results from calculations incorporating a positive anisotropy constant show 
two-dimensional magnetization states and simulated Bitter patterns image 
the domain walls clearly. 
Two-dimensional micromagnetic models are restricted to modelling thin 
films. 
The combination of a high resolution and the more accurate 5 point ex-
change formulation results in vortex states being unavailable in grains smaller 
than 0.07,um. 
(a) d = 0.4im, (b) d = 1.0gm, 
centre plane 
(c) d = 4.0im 
centre plane 
Figure 5.24. Sketch of how the magnetization varies as the grain size increases. 
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6.1 Introduction 
Magnetite occurs naturally not only in cubic forms but also in octahedral, do-
decahedral and quasi-spherical forms. Laboratory grown grains such as the hy-
drothermal grains grown by Heider (1988) often occur as a mixture of octahedral 
grains and quasi-spherical grains. This chapter presents results which model the 
magnetization of some non-cubic magnetite grains. Equilibrium states are pre-
sented for elongated, spherical, octahedral and irregularly shaped grains and one 
aim of this chapter is to determine whether the shape of non-cubic grains affects 
the flower state to vortex state transition which occurs in cubic grains. High 
resolution models will also be used to compare the transition to domain states in 
cubic grains with the transition to domain states in octahedral grains. 
This chapter also compares the total moment of octahedral states with the 
total moment of the cubic vortex states presented in chapter 5. Although the 
total moment for each of the vortex states presented in chapter 5 are low com-
pared to the experimental values, the moments of the domain states at saturation 
remanence are required in order to compare with experimental measurements of 
Mrs /Ms . This also applies to the states presented in this chapter and simulated 
hysteresis curves which predict values for Mrs/MS for both cubic and octahedral 
grain are described in chapter 7. 
6.2 Elongated grains 
Figure 6.1 shows results for rectangular parallelepiped grains. These results were 
calculated using a rectangular parallelpiped geometry as a base model instead 
of a cubic geometry. The magnetization was calculated at a range of increasing 
grain sizes by incrementing in steps of 0.01m from 0.01 jim up to 0.1jim and then 
in steps of 0.1jim up to 0.4jim. A SD state was used as an initial state at 0.01 jim 
and the solution was then used as an initial state at the next grain size. The 
same flower state to vortex state transition which is seen in cubic grains occurs 
at approximately the same grain size of d = 0.21im. 




(a) (b) (c) 











(d) (e) (f) 
E/ESD = 0.845 E/ESD = 0.758 E/ESD = 0.059 
Figure 6.1. Magnetization states for an elongated grain using a resolution of 
16 x 8 x 8 sub-cubes, all slices are the x = 4 midplane. 
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6.3 Spherical grains 
Spherical grains were used to to test the masking procedure outlined in section 4.6. 
It can be shown that because of a uniform demagnetizing field, the magnetiza-
tion state in a perfect sphere occupies a uniform SD state (Brown 1978). For any 
computational model with an associated finite resolution only imperfect spheres 
can be modelled and these will have some fiat faces and 'corners' due to the 
underlying cubic system. If the resolution of the computational model is fine 
enough then a numerical SD state should have a uniform magnetization. Fig-
ure 6.2 shows the result for a 0.1m spherical grain and after minimization the 
grain still occupies a perfect SD state. The flowering which is seen in the O.lim 
cubic grain (figure 5.2) does not occur in the numerical model showing that the 
computational model agrees with analytic theory. 
Figure 6.3 shows the result for a 0.5m spherical grain using a vortex as an 
initial state. The equilibrium state is a similar vortex state to the initial state 
showing that vortex states can also exist in spherical grains. Spherical grains 
have been seen in natural magnetite samples by Saffer and McCabe (1992) and 
Amin and Matijevi (1987). 











(b) x=8 slice 
Figure 6.2. Magnetization state for a 0.1pm spherical grain, The minimization 
routine is unable to change the initial uniform structure due to the uniform in-
ternal demagnetizing field, M = 0.99974. The arrows in figure (a) show the 
orientation of the x = 8 slice. 
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Figure 6.3. Magnetization state for a 0.5om spherical grain in a vortex state. 
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6.4 Octahedral grains 
The efficiency of the masking algorithm is proportional to the ratio of the mag-
netic to non-magnetic sub-cubes. Therefore one aim in determining a particular 
masking scheme is to reduce the number of non-magnetic or 'masked out' sub-
cubes. Figure 6.4a shows the geometry for regular octahedral magnetite in which 
each of the {111} crystal faces makes an angle, ('Qct)  of 54.74° with the xy plane. 
Regular octahedral grains have a high aspect ratio, (i.e. the ratio of the height 
to the width of the square base) and so the ratio of the volume of the octahedral 
to the surrounding cube (V0 /V) is only 1/6. Figures 6.4b,c show geometries for 
the two octahedral models described in this section. These two models are ap-
proximations to a regular octahedral and increase the ratio V,,/ 1/c (and therefore 
the computational efficiency) at the expense of reducing the aspect ratio. 
Figure 6.4b shows a geometry, referred to as a 45° octahedral model, in which 
the octahedral faces are parallel to the z = y, z = —y, z = x and z = 
planes. One aim of this section is to compare high resolution results with those by 
Thomson (1993) who used a similar 45° octahedral model with a resolution of m = 
11. Another approach suggested by K. Fabian (pers. comm.) is to construct an 
octahedral from the largest square that will fit into a cube. Figure 6.4c shows the 
geometry of this octahedral, referred to as a Vma octahedral and the orientation of 
the largest square (shaded gray). This geometry increases V0 /V at the expense 
of moving the faces further away from that of a regular octahedral, as shown by 
the variation of ?/'Qct in table 6.1. 
V0/V (n = oo) V0 ,/V (n = 32) Oa  0. 
Regular octahedral 54.74° 1/6 0.1825 0 0 
450 octahedral 450 1/3 0.365 450 0 
Vmax octahedral 39.260 0.5625 0.563 45° —cos'(1/3) 
Table 6.1. Summary of octahedral geometries, i/' is the angle the crystal 
faces make with the xy plane, V0/V is given for an infinite resolution and for a 
resolution of n = 32 and O and cba are the angles used to rotate the coordinate 
system in order to modify the magneto crystalline anisotropy. The transformation 
matrix is given in appendix E. 
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(a) Regular octahedral form for 
magnetite. 
[OiO] : 
Ar intermediate 	hard! 
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(c) Vma. octahedral 
Figure 6.4. (a) True geometry for octahedral magnetite and (b,c) the approxi-
mations described in this study. All the vertices of the Vma, octahedral intersect 
the cube at a distance 3d/4 from the corner of the cube. The latitudinal angle for 
the magneto crystalline easy axis, 0 = 54.74 is shown for the regular octahedral 
and the 45° model. The length of the base for the V, 	octahedral is labelled as 
dmax and as dmax is close to d the two will not be distinguished 	1.06d). 
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45° octahedral model 
The magneto crystalline anisotropy for a regular octahedral is a cubic anisotropy 
with the magnetocrystalline easy (111) axes at 90° to the f 111 crystal faces. 
The cubic anisotropy easy axes are shown in figure 6.4b and were obtained by 
rotating the anisotropy axes used in the cubic model by 450  in the xy plane. This 
results in the easy (111) directions making an angle of 99730  with the crystal 
faces. It will be shown later in this section that the difference between this and 
the 90° required for the regular octahedral is insignificant compared to the octa-
hedral shape anisotropy. The x and y directions now become intermediate (110) 
directions and the diagonals in the xy plane become the hard (100) directions. 
The same convention for cubic grains will be used so that for a SD state along 
the hard direction, E° = 0 and along the easy or intermediate axes, E° < 0. 
The magnetostatic energy aims to decrease the number of free-poles at the 
surface of the grain and as there are twice as many free poles for a SD state 
in the z direction (SDz) compared to a SD state in the x direction (SDx) the 
octahedral shape introduces an additional shape anisotropy. By plotting out the 
magnetostatic energy of a SD state as it rotates from the z direction to the x 
direction, figure 6.5 shows that a SDz is less energetically favourable than a SDx 
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Figure 6.5. Dependence of the energy of a SD state on the colatitude for a 45° 
octahedral grain. cbSD = 0 represents a SD state in the z direction and cbSD = 90° 
represents a SD state in the x direction. 
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and the difference in Ed between the two extremes is an order of magnitude larger 
than the difference in the magneto crystalline anisotropy. This effectively creates 
a hard axis in the z direction and means that the magneto crystalline easy (111) 
directions become insignificant for SD states. Although figure 6.5 does not show 
this, there is no variation in the magnetostatic energy when a SD state is rotated 
in the xy plane and so the intermediate magneto crystalline directions in the x 
and y directions are maintained. 
To summarize, the combination of the shape and magnetocrystalline anisotropy 
results in easy axes along the x and y directions (equivalent to the (110) direc-
tions) and a hard axis in the z direction. 
Results for grains smaller than 2gm, 32 x 32 x 32 model 
Although both x and y directions are global minimum states for a SD state, for 
grains smaller than 0.1um the CG method finds a LEM state by flowering out 
the vectors at the corners. Using a SD state at any arbitrary direction, instead of 
rotating the SD state towards either the x or y directions the CG routine deflects 
the magnetization at the corners to form a flower state in the direction of the SD 
state. This is similar to the configurational anisotropy effect reported by Schabes 
and Bertram (1988) and Williams and Dunlop (1990) for cubic grains. 
Figure 6.6 shows the dependence of the energy with grain size using the same 
method described in chapter 5. A SDx state was used as an initial guess at 
0.01gm and the CG routine used to find a stable configuration. This solution 
was then used as an initial guess at 0.02gm and repeated in steps of 0.01gm until 
0.3/-Lm and then in steps of 0.1jim until 2gm. The magnetization remains in a SD 
state until 0.05/-Lm and then changes continuously to the flower state shown in 
figure 6.7a. The flower state is similar to those seen in cubic grains but with the 
additional feature that the magnetization attempts to align parallel to the faces 
in order to reduce the number of free poles; this is shown by a (t) in figure 6.7a. 
The magnetization changes from a flower state to a vortex state at a slightly 
larger grain size than in cubic grains, (d = 0.28/Lm compared to 0.22tm for 
the octahedral and cubic grains respectively) but at a slightly smaller volume, 
(0.008am3 compared to 0.011JLm3). Figure 6.7b shows the vortex state at 0.4gm, 
and these results confirm that the flower state to vortex state transition is a gen-
eral feature for magnetite. The total moment of the octahedral vortex state is 
similar to the cubic vortex state, e.g. at d = 0.4,um, Mt,t = 0.032 and M0 	0.033 
for the cubic and octahedral grains respectively. These are both approximately 
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2.5 times lower than the experimental measured values of Mrs /MS 	0.08 (fig- 
ure 2.3). As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, it is only meaningful 
to compare results from simulated hysteresis curves with experimental curves and 
the discrepency noted above does not imply the model is invalid. 
The orientation of the outer part of the vortex, shown by a () in figure 6.7b 
is a result of the strong control that EO  and E° have in maintaining a complete 
flux closure in the main plane. This is due to; 
the shape anisotropy prohibiting any deflection from the main sy plane, 
the (110) directions being easy directions. 
The orientation of the inner core is a result of a competition between the 
magnetostatic energy which favours a core aligned at 45° to the z axis and the 
exchange energy which favours a core aligned in the z direction. Ed  favours a 
core at 45° due to a combination of the z direction being a hard direction and the 
strong control Ed  has in maintaining the flux closure loop in the main plane. The 
hard z direction prevents the core aligning in this direction and the flux closure 
prevents the core aligning in either the x or y directions. Given that E° strongly 
favours a vortex in the xy plane, aligning the core in a direction other than the 
z direction increases the divergence and thus the exchange energy. 
At d = 0.4im, E° dominates and the core becomes aligned in the 45° direction, 
intermediate between the z and x directions. The magnetocrystalline anisotropy 
is not strong enough to align the core along the 54.74° easy axis as shown in 
figure 6.8c. 
With increasing grain size the vortex core becomes less distinct and lamellar 
domains form along the [110] easy directions. Figures 6.9a,b and 6.10 also show 
how the domains arrange themselves to form the beginning of a 1800 wall. 
Results for a 64 >< 64 >< 64 model 
It is possible that the step nature of the crystal faces may limit the accuracy or 
validity of the model. In real grains the step nature at the surface may affect the 
magnetization to only a few atomic unit cells below the surface, beneath which 
the magnetization becomes aligned in the (111) directions. In order to test the 
validity of the model the calculation for a 0.4jm grain was repeated with an 
increased resolution of 64 x 64 >< 64 sub-cubes and exactly the same vortex state 
was obtained. At 0.4/Lm a resolution of n = 64 results in a sub-cube length of 
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A = 62A or 6 lattice unit cells to a side which is a very fine resolution. The 
states obtained are thus independent of the resolution and the effects of the step 
nature are not significant at d = 0.4zm. 
Figure 6.11 shows the surface magnetization for a 4m grain using the result 
from the n = 64 cubic grain shown in figures 5.17a-d as an initial state. An 
obvious feature is the gently curved 1800 domain wall which separates the domains 
labelled as A and B. This state shows well defined domains which extend deep 
into the interior of the grain as shown in figure 6.12. At the top and bottom of 
the grains are small vortices which enable flux closure at the grain apex, and as 
with the cubic grains the trend is for vortices to become localized features as the 
grain size increases. Another feature is that the domain wall broadens towards 
the edge of the grain and this feature could be considered a precursor to closure 
domains which occur in larger grains. 
A small domain which is orientated in the easy [111] direction is shown in 
figure 6.13. Although the present model cannot model grains larger than 4jtm 
the evolution of the (111) domains with increasing grain size can be envisaged. For 
example, as the grain size increases from 4m the surface effect which produces 
the (110) domains would diminish in favour of (111) body and closure domains. 
Transition from a vortex to a flower state 
Figure 6.6 also shows how the energy depends on grain size for octahedral grains 
decreasing in size from 0.4im to 0.01jtm. Figures 6.14(a-d) show the magnetiza-
tion states at d = 0.2,am, d = 0.1tm, d = 0.08tm and d = 0.06,um. As the grain 
size decreases the exchange energy dominates and the core becomes aligned close 
to the z direction. Below 0.08 ftm the shape anisotropy prohibits the vortex state 
straightening out into a SDz state and instead the magnetization occupies the 
SDx state shown in figure 6.14d. 
Figure 6.6 also shows that for grains smaller than 0.1pm the energy of the 
vortex state is higher than that of the flower state. The reason that this occurs 
for octahedral grains and not for cubic grains is that the strong shape anisotropy 
allows a higher energy LEM vortex state to exist. This effect means that the 
minimum energy curves for increasing and decreasing sizes shown in figure 6.6 
cross over at d0 = 0.107fLm. This is exactly the same result obtained by Thomson 
(1993) who used the algorithm described in section 4.6 with a resolution of n = 11. 
This gives further confirmation that the masking off method is appropriate and 
that the flower-vortex transition is a real transition for magnetite. 
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Figure 6.6. Dependence of the energy on grain size for a 450  octahedral model. 
The critical size d0 is shown as the point where it becomes energetically favourable 
to convert from a flower state to a vortex state. 
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(b) 0.4,um, vortex state, E/EsD 	0.073 
Figure 6.7. Magnetization states for the flower and vortex state for the 45° 
octahedral model. The features marked by f and t are referred to in the text. 
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(c) y=16 plane 
Figure 6.8. Magnetization state at d = 0.4im. E/ESDZ, =0.073, M0/M=0.032. 
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(c) y=16 plane 
Figure 6.10. 45° octahedral model at 2.0gm. 
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Localized vortex 






















Figure 6.11. Surface magnetization for a 4m octahedral grain using a resolu-
tion of 64 x 64 x 64, E/E3 d = — 0.046, MX /MS = 1.5 x 10, MV/MS = 3.1 X iO, 
M,/MS 5 X iO. 
The dotted lines show the orientation of the sections in figures 6.12 and 6.13. 
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Figure 6.12. Cross section through the 4im grain shown in figure 6.11. 
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Figure 6.13. Section through the 4m grain shown in figure 6.11 at x = 16. 
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Figure 6.14. Transition from vortex states shown in (a-c) to a single-domain 
state shown in (d). 
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Figure 6.14 continued. 
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Results for Vmax octahedral 
Figure 6.15 shows an equilibrium state for the Vmax octahedral at 0.7tm. This 
is a similar single vortex state to the 45° model. Results for the two octahedral 
models are similar and it is difficult to evaluate whether increasing the volume 
at the expense of making the model 'squatter' actually makes the model more 
accurate. The 45° octahedral model was used for high resolution results and 
the hysteresis simulations, largely because it was easier than the Vma octahedral 
model to implement and visualize. 
Figure 6.15. Single vortex LEM state for a 0.7im, Vmax octahedral grain. Some 
of the vectors on the right hand side of the grain have been omitted due to the 
particular step nature of the model. 
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6.5 Other geometries 
Figure 6.16 shows two other shapes which were modelled using the masking off 
method. Figure 6.16a is a combination of a cube and a regular octahedral and 
figure 6.16b consists of a small 2 x 2 x 2 cube on top of a rectangular paral-
lelpiped. Figure 6.17 shows the dependence of the normalized energy values with 
the volume of the grain for these two shapes together with the results for cubic 
and octahedral grains. The combination model switches from a flower state to 
a vortex state at the same volume as both the cubic and octahedral models but 
it is interesting to note that the irregular grain transfers to a vortex state at a 
lower volume. It switches at a lower grain size of 0.1pm due to the asymmetric 
demagnetizing field produced by the small cube. These results suggest that in 
real grains with irregular surfaces flower states may be unstable in the size range 
0.1im to 0.2im. A similar effect could be induced by a clustering effect whereby 
small grains are attracted and stick to the surface of larger grains. In addition 
to these results, chapter 5 showed that the amount of flowering in grains smaller 
than 0.07m is negligible. These results now suggest that because flower states 
are unstable in grains larger than 0.1/Lm flowering only occurs in grains between 
0.07fLm and O.1m. 
(a) 	 (b) 
Figure 6.16. (a) Combination of a cube and regular octahedral and (b) irregular 
shaped grain 
6.6 Permalloy Films 
Figure 6.18 shows results for a simulated permalloy film for a range of increasing 
external field values. The material values for permalloy are M 	8 x 105Am 1, 
Ce = 1 x 10"Jm', K = OJm 3 and were taken from Nakatani et al (1989). 
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These states are identical in form to those observed experimentally by McVitie 
et al (1988) on a 4mx4mx0.6m thin film, reproduced in figure 6.19. Al-
though the real permalloy films used by McVitie et al (1988) are an aglomerate 
of many fine grains, the strong exchange coupling effect between grains produces 
an ordered pattern over the whole film. The common feature to both the exper-
imental observations and theoretical predictions is the nucleation of the domain 
wall shown in figure 6.18b. The slight difference between the results in theoretical 
predictions is that this additional domain wall labelled in figure 6.18b is straight 
compared to the curved one seen experimentally. The big difference is that the 
theoretical models are magnetically harder than the experimental observations. 
The model saturates at a field 10 times larger than the real grain and this may 
be due to the fact that the real films are an aglomerate of many fine grains with 
complex boundary conditions between grains. 
6.7 The effect of vacancies 
A feature commonly seen in experimental domain observations is the pinning 
of domain walls by non-magnetic impurities on the surface of the grain. These 
impurities effectively create a vacancy in the magnetization of the grain. This 
effect was modelled by masking off a rectangular area on the surface of the grain 
positioned away from the centre of the surface. Figures 6.20a and 6.21a show the 
effect of masking off vacancies of size 2x2x1 and 3x3x2 sub-cubes respectively. 
The initial structure used in these calculations was a SD state and at equilibrium 
the surface domains shield a more complicated internal domain structure. Fig-
ures 6.20a and figures 6.21a show that both sizes of vacancies pin the domain wall 
away from a central line. This occurs in order to reduce the number of free poles 
at the surface of the vacancy. This can clearly be seen in figure 6.21a where the 
vectors align parallel to the edge of the vacancy in order to reduce the number of 
free surface charges. 
Figures 6.20b-d show that as an external field is applied the domain wall moves 
towards a central line away from the vacancy. These results were calculated by 
using the state for zero field as an initial state, calculating an equilibrium solution 
at H = 20mT and then repeating for H = 40mT and H = 60mT. The larger 
3x3x2 vacancy pins the domain wall strongly and the external field is unable to 
move the domain wall. Instead a second domain wall is nucleated as shown in 
figure 6.21b. 
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Figure 6.17. Total energy as a function of volume for cubic and non-cubic 
grains. For reference the edge length (d) for a cube of volume V is marked on the 
top edge of the graph. The results for cubic and octahedral grains are the same 
as those in figures 5.1a and 6.6 respectively. 
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(a) HOmT 	 (b) H=6.5mT 	
H ___ 
(c) H8mT 	 (d) H=11.2mT 
Figure 6.19. Sketch of domain states for a 4jm square permalloy grain of 
thickness 60nm obtained using the Fresnel mode of Lorentz electron transmission 
microscopy, from McVitie et al (1988). 
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(d) H = 60mT 
Figure 6.20. Magnetization states for a 2jm cubic grain with a cavity of size 
2 >< 2 x 1 sub-cubes. Each plane is a z = 32 plane. 
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Figure 6.21. Magnetization states for a 2,um cubic grain with a cavity of size 
3 >< 3 >< 2 sub-cubes. Each plane is a z = 32 plane. 




Results in this section have shown that a masking method can be used to calculate 
equilibrium magnetization states for any arbitrary shaped grain. The main results 
described in this chapter are: 
Octahedral and spherical grains can both occupy similar flower states and 
vortex states to those seen in cubic grains. In addition the grain size at 
which the transition occurs is similar for both models (d = 0.2m). 
The moments of octahedral vortex states are close to those of the cubic 
vortex states shown in chapter 5, and are both lower than experimentally 
measured values of MD.,/MS , 
Both octahedral and cubic grains show a similar transition from vortex 
states to domain states at d 1tm. 
Grain surface irregularity reduces the stability of flower states. 
Thin film simulations produce magnetization states similar to those ob-
served experimentally. 
Models have shown that vacancies can pin domain walls in order to reduce 
the amount of surface charge at the surface of the vacancy. 
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7.1 Introduction 
By simulating hysteresis loops this chapter aims to determine why experimentally 
measured values for Mrs and H in PSD grains are a significant fraction of those 
predicted by SD theory. Because of the increased computation time required to 
simulate hysteresis curves, results will be limited to modelling single grains which 
are smaller than 1m by using a maximum resolution of 32 x 32 x 32. Experimen-
tal hysteresis measurements on single magnetite grains have only been possible 
on grains larger than 80gm (Heider and Hoffman 1992) and this is an order of 
magnitude larger than the maximum theoretical grain size of 1/Lm. Consequently 
predictions have to compared with experimental hysteresis curves measured on 
bulk samples. 
Bulk samples consist of randomly orientated assemblies of grains. In principle 
the effect of a large number of randomly orientated grains can be modelled by 
applying an external field to the model at many different field directions. Ide-
ally the simulated field values should be uniformly distributed over a sphere but 
in practice the field will be applied in a few chosen directions and the magneti-
zation averaged over these hysteresis curves. The range of grain sizes observed 
in synthetic bulk samples must also be considered when comparing predictions 
with experimental results. The synthetically grown bulk samples described in 
section 2.3 show a relatively narrow grain size distribution compared to crushed 
and sieved natural samples; however the deviation about the mean grain size is 
still between 30% and 40% (figure 2.2). 
Hysteresis curves are obtained by applying an external field and plotting the 
component of the magnetization in the direction of the field as a function of the 
magnitude of the applied field. At a particular grain size hysteresis curves were 
calculated by using the states (A-F) described in chapter 5 as initial states and 
a field of H = +500mT applied in steps of 50mT. The initial state at each field 
value was just the equilibrium solution from the previous field value. The field 
was then decreased from H = 500mT to H = —500mT and to make the best use 
of the computing time, values for H were closely spaced between H = 20mT and 
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H = —20mT where detail is important. Values for H were calculated using a 
linear interpolation between the two points either side of the M/MS = 0 axis. 
The magnetization states at particular field values will be referred as Ax 50 
where A is the initial state, x is the direction of the applied field and 50 is 
the intensity of the applied field in mT. The state at saturation remanence will 
be referred to as A. For fields which are not in the x,y or z directions the 
crystallographic notation will be used, for example, for a 50mT field in the [110] 
direction the magnetization state will be labelled as A °. The magnetization 50 
states for grains smaller than 0.1tm are as well defined at a resolution of ri = 8 as 
at n = 32 and so for clarity, hysteresis simulations for these grains are presented 
at a resolution of m = 8. 
7.2 	cubic grain 
Figure 7.1 shows results for a 0.05gm cubic grain with a field applied at an angle 
of 50  to the [001] direction. The field is applied at an angle of 50  because of the 
nature of the flower state. If a field is applied exactly in the +z direction, the 
vectors at each corner rotate equally towards the —z direction. This results in an 
unrealistic reversal mode with an artificially high coercivity (H 	300mT). The 
hysteresis curve shown in 7.1 is a square loop with a coherent reversal mechanism 
similar to the quasi-static calculations by Schabes and Bertram (1988) who used 
a steepest descent method. As the reversal mechanism is also similar to the 
3d dynamical calculations by Nakatani et al (1989), these results show that the 
quasi-static approach is justified. 
The reversal mechanism is a coherent like rotation from a flower state in the 
[001] direction to a flower state in the [001] direction, but during the reversal 
the states are never truly SD, there is always a certain amount of flowering. 
However the predicted coercivity of H 	38.2mT is close to the analytic result of 
= 34.7mT showing that the flowering does not significantly affect the stability 
of SD grains. 
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Initial state 
-500 -400 -300 -200 -100 
	
100 200 300 400 500 
H(mT) 
t 
Figure 7.1. Hysteresis curves for a 0.05gm grain using a resolution of 8 x 8 x 8. 
The field is applied at 50  to the vertical resulting in a slight skew to the magne-
tization plots, H = 38.2mT, MTS /MS = 0.978 
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7.3 0.1pin cubic grain 
Figure 7.2 shows a hysteresis curve using a flower state as an initial state at 
d = O.litm. The magnetization remains in a flower state as the field is increased 
to H = 500mT and then decreased to zero. The magnetization plots show that 
as the field decreases from H = OmT to H = — 500mT the magnetization changes 
from a a flower state to a vortex state. Between H = — 5OmT and H = — lOOmT 
the vortex core remains in the z direction whilst the vectors at the edge of the 
grain rotate towards the —z direction. Between H = — lOOmT and H = — 500mT 
the approach to saturation becomes a magnetically softer process as the inner core 
has 'flipped' over and all the vectors are aligned in the —z direction. The rotation 
of the vortex core is shown by a 'knee' in the hysteresis curve at H = — lOOmT. 
Saturating the vortex state with a finite field, e.g H = —500mT means that 
the vectors still retain a. memory of the vortex state, i.e. they all rotate in the 
same sense by a very small amount. This means that during the next stage of 
the hysteresis cycle when the magnitude of the field changes from H = —500rnT 
to H = OmT the magnetization remains in the vortex state. Only if an infinitely 
large saturating field is applied to the vortex state would there he a transition 
back to a. flower state. This shows that the transition froni a flower state to a 
vortex state is an irreversible transition. 
From H 	—SOOmT to H = 500rnT the reversal process is characterized by 
the vortex state opening out and then closing up in the opposite direction. This 
process was referred to as vortex propagation by Enkin and Williams (1994). 
Chapter 5 showed that for cubic grains, vortex states are always lower energy 
states than flower states. The limit between coherent rotation and vortex propa-
gation is thus given by the critical size, d0 = 0.07,um. The coercivity, H = 21mT 
is 2/3 that of coherent rotation and the saturation remanence, Mrs /MS = 0.26 is a 
quarter than that of coherent rotation. These results are important as they show 
that reversal by vortex propagation can predict high values of H and Mrs/MS 
and vortex states can be considered as good recorders of the geomagnetic field. 
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Figure 7.2. Hysteresis curves for a 0.1 m grain using a resolution of 8 x 8 >< 8. The 
field is applied at 50  to the vertical resulting in a slight skew to the magnetization 
plots. H = 21.03mT, the saturation remanence state at (*) is a vortex state with 
M 5 /M3 = 0.26. 
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7.4 0.21urn cubic grain 
This section describes results for fields applied in the x and z directions for a 
0.2gm grain using both the flower state (B) and the vortex state (E) as initial 
states. Figure 7.3a shows a hysteresis curve for a field applied in the z direction 
using a flower state as an initial state. As the field increases from H = OmT 
to H = 500mT the magnetization changes from the initial flower state shown in 
figure 7.4a to a SD state. As the field decreases from H =500mT to H =0mT the 
magnetization returns to the same flower state shown in figure 7.4b. As the field 
decreases from H = 0mT to H = — 500mT the vortex states shown in figures 7.4c 
and 7.4d are nucleated in a similar sequence to that shown in figure 7.2. 
The hysteresis curve for a field applied in the x direction is shown in figure 
7.3b. The flower state is aligned in the z direction so the moment in the x 
direction is zero, as shown in the enlarged section of figure 7.3b. In this instance 
the vortex state is nucleated before the field is reduced to zero and the saturation 
remanence state is the vortex state B, shown in figures 7.5a and 7.5b. This 
vortex state is a separate LEM state to the 0.2gm vortex state (E) shown in 
figure 5.11b. The large central core of the saturation remanence state means that 
BO is a higher energy state than the vortex state E (the energies for states B and 
E are E/ESD = 0.285 and E/ESD = 0.158 respectively). In addition the large 
central core also results in a large moment, ME/MS = 0.233 for B, compared to 
MX /MS = 0.065 for state E. Figures 7.5c and 7.5d show that as the field decreases 
from H =0mT to H = — 500mT the width of the central core decreases. 
Figure 7.6 show hysteresis curves for a 0.2/,Lm grain using the vortex state, E 
as an initial state. The hysteresis curve for a field applied in the x direction is 
shown in figure 7.6a and the magnetization plots shown in figure 7.7. Figure 7.7a 
shows that the vortex core for the initial state is offset from the centre of the 
grain whereas the remanence state, E is a separate LEM state with the core 
aligned parallel to the direction of the applied field. This is also a separate LEM 
state to B and the large central core seen in B does not occur in E. However 
the core is still aligned in the direction of the field and so the moment increases 
from MZC /MS = 0.065 for state E to Mr /MS = 0.103 for state E. 
A similar sequence is seen for a field applied in the z direction, shown in fig-
ures 7.6b and 7.8. In addition to the core being aligned parallel to the external 
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field the saturation remanence state, Ez has an increased moment as the magne-
tization at the grain's edges is aligned along the (111) easy directions. This effect 
is circled in figure 7.8a. Table 7.1 gives a summary of the different LEM vortex 
states described in this section. The table shows a trend from left to right of low 
energy states with low moments to high energy LEM states with high moments 
Two-domain vtx. 
E 
Core in x direction 
Ex Ez  
Corners in (111) direction Vtx., large core 
 B 
E/ESD 0.158 0.185 0.187 0.285 
M/M 0.065 0.103 0.119 0.244 
H,2  13.77 0.923 1.579 
Table 7.1. Total energies and Moments for vortex states for d = 0.2gm. 
Figure 7.9 shows results which compare theoretical hysteresis curves with an 
experimentally measured hysteresis curve. The predicted curves were saturated 
using a similar field to the experimental results (H = 150mT) and the predicted 
values are an average over several hysteresis curves in different directions. The 
magnetization values from saturation to H = OmT agree extremely well with 
the experimental results and the theoretical results have not been normalized 
to the experimental results in any way. Values for saturation remanence agree 
with the experimental results whilst the average coercivity is lower by a factor of 
2/3. However, the subsequent magnetization values from H = 0 to H = 150mT 
are linear with H and are not as good a fit to the experimental curves. Overall 
the results fit well and are more accurate than any results which have previously 
been predicted (chapter 8 will compare these results with low resolution models 
by Williams (1994)). 
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(b) Mrs /Ms = 0.244, H = 1.579mT 
Figure 7.3. Hysteresis curves for a 0.2gm cubic grain calculated using the flower 
state B as an initial state. External field applied (a) parallel to the z axis and 
(b) parallel to the x axis. The magnetization states are shown in figures 7.4 and 
7.5. 
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Figure 7.4. Magnetization states for a 0.2/.Lm grain with a field applied in 
the z direction, (a) initial state, (b) remanence state H=OmT, (c) H = —4mT, 
(d) H = —lOmT. Each slice is a z = 32 plane. 
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Figure 7.8. Magnetization states for a 0.2im grain with a field applied in the 
z direction using the vortex state E as an initial state, (a,b) remanence state 
H=OmT, (c) H = -lOmT, (d) H -50mT. Figure (a) shows the magnetization 
at the corners aligned along' the (111) easy directions. 
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Figure 7.9. Predicted hysteresis curve for a single 0.2uim grain using a 32 x 
32 >< 32 model (D) compared to experimentally measured curves on a sample of 
0.22 + 0.04gm sized magnetite grains (o) from Dunlop (1986). The theoretical 
curve is an average over 5 curves obtained using an external field applied in the 
[111] direction and at 00,  22.5°, 45°, 67.5° and 90° to the [001] direction (for 
clarity the initial curves from state E at H = OmT to H = 150mT have been 
omitted). 
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7.5 1.Opm cubic grain 
Figures 7.10a,b show results from two hysteresis simulations for fields applied in 
the [001] and [111] directions. The curves for each field direction show different 
behaviours depending on the orientation of the field, the curve for the [001] field 
direction shown in figure 7.10a has high values for both M 5 and H whereas the 
[111] direction has low values for both Mrs and H. Figures 7.11 and 7.12 show 
the saturation remanence state, D. This is a symmetrical state consisting of 
an internal vortex structure, four closure domains at the top and bottom of the 
grain and four lamellar domains at the sides of the grain. A consistent feature 
with this state and state D is that the magneto crystalline anisotropy controls 
the closure domains and the domains at the sides of the grain to align along 
the KilO) intermediate directions. Figure 7.11 shows two of these side domains 
aligned along the [011] and [101] directions. Another feature of the state D 
Z
O 
is the edge domains shown in figure 7.11 which are aligned in the direction of 
applied field. This state has a relatively high moment of Mrs /Ms = 0.042 due 
to the magnetization in the central vortex structure having a significant [001] 
component. This value of Mrs /Ms = 0.042 is close to the experimental value of 
Mrs/Ms = 0.052 obtained from measurements on the 0.8fLm hydrothermal sample 
by Heider (1988). The hysteresis curve also has a high coercivity, H 	7.13mT 
compared to H,, = 6.1mT for the same 0.8gm sample. The high coercivity is 
controlled by the central vortex structure, as the field decreases from H = OmT 
to H = — lOmT the edge domains flip over first as shown in figure 7.13d. The 
central vortex remains in the direction of the applied field but decreases in size 
as the field decreases from H = — lOmT. 
The hysteresis curve for the [111] field direction, shown in figure 7.10b is 
characterized by a multi-domain type process with low values for Mrs and H. 
The low value for Mrs and H is due to regions in the centre of the grain being 
aligned in the opposite direction to the field as shown in figure 7.14. This state 
is a similar low energy state to state D, in which a two-domain shell surrounds 
and shields an interior (111) magnetization. 
Figure 7.15 compares these two predicted hysteresis curves with experimental 
curves obtained from the 0.8gm sample of hydrothermal grains whose distribution 
of grain sizes is shown in figure 2.2 . Both of the theoretical curves lie close to the 
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experimental curve, in particular the 'knee' predicted at H = 100mT matches 
up with the experimental curve. Figure 7.15 also compares values for H and 
Mrs /Ms with the experimental values and show that H is within the upper and 
lower limits predicted by the [001] and [111] curves although the experimental 
value for Mrs is higher than both the predicted curves. The predicted values 
for Mrs/Ms are lower than the experimental results because the grain sizes are 
not strictly comparable. The 0.8im synthetic sample consists of grains between 
0.4gm and 0.8um in width and will have an associated increase in Mrs /MS . In-
cluding theoretical results for d = 0.7gm increases Mrs /Ms , so for example for a 
field applied in the z direction, Mrs /Ms = 0.065 at d = 0.7/Lm 
7.6 0.7tm octahedral grain 
Hysteresis curves were predicted for octahedral grains in the size range 0.ljtm to 
1.0am using the octahedral vortex states shown in chapter 6 as initial states. For 
fields applied in the (100) directions the saturation remanence state is the same 
single vortex state as the initial vortex state. The variation in the orientation of 
the vortex core and the deflection of spins at the grain's edges which are seen in 
cubic grains are not seen in the octahedral remanence states. This is due to the 
strong octahedral shape anisotropy reducing the number of available LEM states. 
For fields applied in (111) directions the magnetization occupies the double-
vortex state shown in figures 7.16 and 7.17. At a particular grain size these 
double-vortex states are higher energy states than the single vortex states. For 
example at d = 0.7im, E/E5d = 0.059 for the double-vortex state compared 
to E/E5d = — 0.067 for the single vortex state. This is due to the increased 
divergence of the magnetization which increases the exchange energy. In addition, 
because two vortex cores occur at the surface, the number of free charges increases 
and thus the magnetostatic energy increases. This double-vortex state also has a 
high moment, for example at d = 0.4gm, M111/M5 = 0.16 where M111 represents 
the moment in the [111] direction. The state shown in figures 7.16 and 7.17 has 
M111/M5 = 0.046 at d = 0.7gm. This result is important because the single 
vortex states shown in chapter 6 have low moments compared to these double-
vortex states. This shows that both octahedral and cubic grains can occupy high 
moment states which can contribute to PSD remanences. 
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Figure 7.10. Hysteresis results for a 1im grain with a field applied (a) parallel 
to the z axis and (b) applied parallel to [111] direction. The magnetic structures 
are shown in figures 7.12 to 7.14 












Figure 6.9. Solutions for the 45° octahedral model for 1m and 2m grains. 
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Figure 7.12. D: Mrs state for a 1m grain after being cycled through a field 
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Figure 7.13. D 10: Magnetization state at d = 1.Opm, H = —lOmT. 
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Figure 7.14. D 11: Saturation remanence state for a 1,um grain after being 
cycled through a field applied in the [111] direction. E/ESD = —0.027, Mr S /MS = 
0.007 
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Figure 7.15. Predicted hysteresis curves for a single 1.0gm grain using a 
32 >< 32 >< 32 model (LI, o) compared to experimentally measured curves on a sam-
ple of 0.8 ± 0.31gm sized magnetite grains (.), from Heider and Hoffman (1992). 
Each hysteresis curve is 'half' a hysteresis curve running from H = 500mT to 
H 	—500mT. The initial curves from state D at H0mT to saturation at 
H = +500mT are omitted for clarity. 
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Figure 7.16. 0.7/Lm octahedral grain occupying a double-vortex state, 
ElEsd = 0.059, 
M 5 /M8 = 0.046 
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7.7 Hysteresis parameters as a function of grain size 
Figure 7.18 compares predictions of Mrs/Ms and H with experimental measure-
ments on synthetically grown grains. The predicted results at each grain size were 
obtained by applying a field in an easy and a hard direction. The upper value 
for the octahedral result is the double-vortex state shown in figures 7.16 and 7.17 
and the lower value is the single vortex state shown in 6.8. The predicted results 
for MTS /MS are a good fit to the experimental data, whilst the average values for 
are slightly low. The low values can be explained by fact that experimental 
samples consist of a range of grain sizes and also by the nature of how H and 
M 5 decreases with increasing grain size. Thus, any synthetic grains larger than 
the average grain size will be included in the grain size count but will not con-
tribute to H or M 5 , whilst grains smaller than the average grain size will raise 
the experimentally measured values of H and Mrs. 
Susceptibility measurements on lake and marine cores have been considered 
indicators of climate change, for example Maher, Thompson and Zhou (1994) 
postulated that high susceptibilities measured in Chinese loess deposits are cor-
related with high concentrations of magnetite and in turn with high precipitation 
rates. Additionally, studies on North Atlantic deep-sea sediments by Robinson 
(1986) have correlated inter-glacial cycles with low susceptibilities and glacial cy-
cles with high susceptibilities. Both these studies have relied on the fact that 
measured susceptibility values are independent of grain size. 
In order to test this assumption, theoretical predictions for initial susceptibil-
ity as a function of grain size were compared with experimental measurements. 
The initial susceptibility values were calculated by taking the vortex states shown 
in chapter 5, applying a field of 20mT and the ratio of x = M 0/H calculated 
(M being the component of the magnetization in the direction of the field). Fig-
ure 7.19 shows that most of the the experimental values lie between x = 2 and 
X = 4 for grains up to 1mm in size. Between O.1m and 1.0im the predicted 
values show little variation in either grain size or direction of applied field and are 
within the range of experimental measurements. At d = 0.07m there is a wide 
variation in susceptibility values with the direction of the applied field. However 
the average value of x = 5.3 at d = 0.07m is not much larger than predicted 
values of x 4 for grains larger than O.1m. Taking into consideration the fact 
cont. on page 149 
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Figure 7.18. Dependence of (a) saturation remanences and (b) coercivities as 
a function of grain size. Experimental data: •,A,x. Theoretical predictions are 
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Figure 7.19. Comparison of predicted susceptibilities with experimental results. 
At each grain size susceptibility values are plotted for fields applied at angles of 
00, 22.5°, 45°, 67.5° and 90° to the [001] direction. 
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that measured susceptibilities values of climate records show variations of between 
10 and 100 times the lowest value, these results show that susceptibility values 
when averaged over a range of field directions do not depend significantly on grain 
size. 
7.8 Summary 
The reversal mechanism for magnetite can be categorized by the following pro-
cesses: 
Cubic grains, d < 0.07jm; SD coherent rotation with a small amount of 
flowering. 
Cubic grains, 0.07 < d < 1.0jim; Vortex propagation and grains larger 
than 0.2im can occupy one of several separate LEM states at saturation 
remanence. 
Cubic grains, ci = 1.0gm; A combination of domain and vortex processes, 
For a field applied in the [001] direction the reversal mechanism is controlled 
by (110) surface domains and an internal vortex structure, (D). 
For a field applied in the [111] direction the reversal mechanism is controlled 
by (110) surface domains and internal (111) domains, (D 11). 
Octahedral grains occupy either single-vortex or double-vortex states during 
hysteresis cycles. 
Peak values for H and Mrs agree well with experimental measurements; 
however, mean values are slightly lower. This can be explained by the fact 
that samples are composed of grains with a range of sizes. 
Susceptibility values when averaged over several field directions do not de-
pend on grain size. 
Chapter 8. Discussion 
8.1 PSD remanences and stability 
The hysteresis results presented in chapter 7 show that vortex states are able to 
predict the high remanences and coercivities measured experimentally in PSD 
grains. PSD grains in the size range 0.1jtm to 1.Ojzm are important in palaeo-
magnetism, firstly, because natural samples have a large percentage of grains in 
this size range and secondly, they show high coercivities and remanences and thus 
provide a strong and stable palaeomagnetic signal. At d = 0.1tm, M/Ms = 0.26 
which is 1/4 that of a SD grain. The coercivity is predicted to be I[ = 21mT, 2/3 
that of the coercivity predicted by analytic SD theory. These results show that 
vortex states can show the high values of saturation remanences and coercivities 
which have been meausured in PSD sized grains, without having to introduce 
other factors such as the magnetoelastic effect. 
An important result from the 3d model is that LEM states are as significant 
as AEM states. Although it is not possible to conclude that the vortex states C 
and D are AEM states, they are lower energy states than each of the remanence 
states shown in chapter 7. The high remanences and coercivity of PSD grains 
between 0.1gm and 1.0im are due to grains occupying high moment, high energy 
vortex states. It is interesting to note that there is a relationship between the 
energy and the symmetry of the magnetization states. For example, state D 
(figure 5.9) has a lower energy and an increased symmetry than the remanent 
state D (figure 7.11). State D is symmetrical about a point in the centre of the 
grain whereas Dz is symmetrical about a line through centre of a grain in the z 
direction. 
Chapter 7 showed that the anomalously high values for H and M 8 which are 
measured experimentally in grains sized between 0.1gm and 1.OfLm is a real effect. 
In addition it predicted that values for I[  and for MDS /MS at a particular grain 
size are distributed about a mean value. It is not possible to test this distribution 
of H and MTS /MS using the synthetically grown bulk samples but James King 
at Edinburgh University is producing regularly spaced arrays of cubic magnetite 
grains using electron lithography techniques. This will produce arrays of cubic 
150 
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grains which are similar to the permalloy grains shown in figure 6.19. These 
grains will have a well controlled grain size and by spacing the grains sufficiently 
far apart the effects of intergrain interactions can be reduced to insignificant 
levels. 
The interesting aspect of these arrays will be to see if the high values for Mrs 
and H which are predicted by the model are measured for all field directions. 
The model predicts that at a grain size of ljim high values for H and M 5 will 
be measured in the hard direction and low values in the easy direction. This 
could easily be tested as there is a direct relationship between the model and a 
regularly spaced array of cubic grains. 
8.2 Comparison with previous micromagnetic models. 
Figure 8.1 compares predictions of H and Mrs from the 32 x 32 x 32 model 
with results from a 12 x 12 x 12 model (Williams 1994) and a id model (Enkin 
and Dunlop 1987). Figure 8.1a shows that results from id unconstrained models 
predict a transition from a SD to a two-domain state which decreases more rapidly 
than the experimental results. 
Two values are shown at each grain size for the 12 x 12 x 12 model; each 
value corresponds to a field applied in either an easy or a hard direction. The 
predicted values for Mrs/MS are significantly lower than the experimental values. 
For example, at d = 0.2um an average of each MT5 /Ms value gives 0.038, much 
less than the experimentally measured value of Mrs/Ms = 0.1. Table 8.1 shows 
that the experimentally measured value for MrS /MS lies between the maximum 
and minimum values predicted by the 32 x 32 >< 32 model. 
For the 32 x 32 x 32 model, the mean values for Mrs at larger grain sizes 
(i.e. 1m) are still slightly lower than the experimental values. This is probably 
because the synthetic samples still contain a range of grain sizes. 
Comparing predictions of the coercivity of a 0.21um grain between the 32 x 32 x 
32 model and the 12 >< 12 >< 12 model gives a difference 15% for the lower values 
and 5% for the higher values. This is an important result as it is the coercivity 
which is related to the energy barriers to vortex propagation. Predicting these 
energy barriers is a computationally expensive calculation and these results show 
that grains smaller than 0.2gm can be modelled using relatively low resolution 
models and thus saving much computer time. 
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Figure 8.1. Comparison of 3d 12 x 12 x 12 model (Williams 1994) with both 
results from the present study and with experimental results. 
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Field direction 
Mrs /MS H (mT) 
[001] [111] [001] [111] 
12 x 12 x 12 









Experimental 0.095 10.6 
Table 8.1. Comparison between 3d micromagnetic results at different resolutions 
for a cubic grain with d = 0.2im. Experimental results are from Dunlop (1986). 
8.3 Comparison with previous models of PSD states 
The micromagnetic model enables previous models of PSD behaviour to be eval-
uated. Chapter 5 showed that vortex states are occupied in preference to the 
two-domain states which are assumed in Amar calculations or obtained as a re-
suit from id micromagnetic calculations. This confirms that models for PSD 
behaviour based on domain wall moments or 'psarks' are inappropriate for mag-
netite. The two-domain component which is seen in state C is a feature for 
magnetite and state C is a lower energy state than the vortex states shown in 
chapter 7 which do not show this 2D component. However the two-domain com-
ponent is only a minor feature and does not contribute to PSD stability. 
Results have also shown that grains larger than d = 0.21um are unable to 
occupy metastable SD states. Furthermore, the significant amount of flowering 
which occurs in grains larger than 0.1,am makes the flower state in these grains 
unstable. One aspect of the metastable SD theory is that Bitter patterns which 
showed no domain walls were assumed to occupy SD states. Bitter pattern sim-
ulations showed that magnetite can show no domain walls because of separate 
surface and interior domains. This then removes metastable SD states as an 
explanation for the origin of PSD remanences. 
It was shown that vortex states are able to account for the PSD properties 
of grains smaller than 1gm, and other mechanisms such as those reviewed in 
chapter 2 need not be incorporated into the models. Hysteresis simulations were 
not possible using the 64 >< 64 x 64 model because of the large amount of computer 
time required to calculate an equilibrium state at a single field value. However, 
the domain states seen in the 4m grain suggest that any increase in M 5 and H 
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over that predicted by MD theory is likely to be due to one or a combination of 
the hypotheses reviewed in chapter 2. This is likely to be an insignificant effect 
but could include transdomain processes, SD inclusions such as closure domains 
and Barkhausen discreteness. 
At d = 1.0im state Dz shows features which are common to both vortex states 
and domain states. State D consists of surface (110) lamellar domains and an 
internal vortex state. The existence of the surface lamellar domains changes the 
reversal processes from a simple vortex propagation. State D" consists of surface 
(110) domains and an internal (111) structure. This transition from vortex states 
to domain states which is predicted by the model is also observed in experimental 
measurements of the remanent coercivity, 	Figure 8.2 shows the dependence 
of Hcr  with grain size for a series of synthetic magnetites. The graph shows an 
increase in Hcr from 0.01gm to 1.0pm and then a decrease from 1.0gm to 10tm 
It is clear that different processes must be operating depending on whether grains 
are smaller or larger than 1m and this correlates qualitatively with predictions 
by the micromagnetic model. In general terms it is possible to match up the 
experimentally measured transition with a change from vortex states in grains 
smaller than 1im to domain states in grains larger than 1gm. 
8.4 Experimental Bitter patterns 
Figure 8.3 shows four Bitter patterns of the same hydrothermal grain observed 
after mechanical polishing with a diamond paste and then fine polishing using 
a beam of Ar atoms. This is the smallest grain size for which Bitter patterns 
have been observed and each pattern was obtained after applying and removing 
an external magnetic field in four different directions. This is a relatively large 
grain of width d = 12um, and each pattern can be interpreted as either one of 
four LEM states or possibly three LEM states and an AEM state. Multiplicity of 
domains has also been reported by Soffel (1971) and Halgedahl and Fuller (1983), 
and occurs with both temperature and field cycling. 
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Figure 8.2. Experimentally obtained results for the dependence of remanent 
coercivity with grain size 
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domain walls 
(a) 	 (b) 
I 	 I 
1Om 
9c 
Figure 8.3. Four different domain patterns on the same 121Lm crystal at satura-
tion remanence, the different patterns were obtained by applying and removing 
a lOOmT field in 4 different directions (from Heider (1988)). 
grain boundary 
75jtm 
Figure 8.4. Closure domains observed on a polished, orientated (110) section 
through a 3mm octahedral crystal. The section contains two easy directions along 
which the main domains and closure domains are orientated. Note the difference 
in scale between this pattern and those shown in figure 8.3 (reproduced from 
Ozdemir (in press)). 
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Although the maximum grain size which could be modelled using the present 
algorithm is still four times smaller than the patterns shown in figure 8.3, the 
model still allows a more meaningful interpretation of experimental Bitter pat-
terns compared to previous models. Results from the 64 >< 64 x 64 model predicted 
that domain states in magnetite grains, of size d = 4gm, are composed of surface 
(110) domains and separate (111) domains in the interior of the grain. As the 
surface magnetization predicted by the 64 x 64 x 64, 4im model shows similar 
features to the experimental observations it is plausible that the 12gm also con-
sists of separate surface and interior domains. Features which are similar to both 
the model and the experimental observations include a small number of large 
domains and domain walls which extend to the edge of the grain (figure 5.17a). 
In addition, the small domain shown at the edge of figure 8.3b is also seen in 
figure 5.17a. Although simulated Bitter patterns using the 64 x 64 x 64 model 
do not image the surface domains, it is possible to envisage that as the grain size 
increases, the surface domains will become larger and domain walls sufficiently 
well separated to be imaged by the Bitter pattern method. 
In addition, patterns such as those shown in figure 8.3d are unlikely to be 
imaging a two-domain state which extends through the grain. If the domain 
state was lamellar then the intense demagnetizing field produced by the domain 
on the left side of the grain would make the domain state unstable. 
By comparing the predicted patterns with the experimental patterns such as 
the ones shown in figure 8.3 it is possible to put limits on the grain size at which 
Bitter patterns image the surface domains. As the grain size increases from 4,um 
there will be a threshold grain size between approximately 5jtm and 10gm at 
which the surface domains become large enough and extend deep enough into 
the grain to be imaged by the colloid. As the grain size increases to the 3mm 
grain shown in figure 8.4 domain states change from separate surface and interior 
domains to true lamellar 2d states. 
Grains between 10gm and 100um rarely show closure domains; most of the 
domain walls shown in figure 8.3 extend to the edge of the grain. If closure 
domains are present they are the small scale features shown in figures 8.3(b,d). 
This is consistent with the 4/2m modelled results in that domain walls extend to 
the edge of the grain in both experimental observation and theoretical predictions. 
Closure domains, such as those shown in figure 5.17b, are seen in results from 
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the model, however, these are small scale features. Only in large grains such as 
the 3mm grain shown in figure 8.4 will closure domains become large enough to 
be imaged by the colloid. 
It is interesting that on the basis of the 2d micromagnetic results, Ozdemir (in 
press) concluded that the closure domains seen in figure 8.4 are a general feature 
for magnetite at all grain sizes. Furthermore Ozdemir postulated that closure 
domains would only be observed in {110} sections which contain easy (111) axes 
and that the lack of closure domains in smaller grains was solely due to the 
randomly orientated nature of the polished surfaces. However closure domains 
are only a common feature in very large grains and as orientated slices have not 
been possible on small 10tm grains it is still not possible to conclude firmly that 
closure domains are a general property for magnetite grains of all sizes. Results 
from this study suggest that closure domains are only small scale features in 
grains smaller than 	101am. Only in grains larger than 	10im will closure 
domains be large enough and distinct enough to be imaged by the Bitter pattern 
technique. 
8.5 Kerr effect 
The magneto-optical Kerr effect directly discerns between different directions of 
magnetization at the surface of the grain. Figure 8.5 shows domain states ob-
served by Heider and Hoffman (1992) on a single 80m grain. The demagnetized 
state shown in figure 8.5a consists of six parallel domains and domain walls which 
extend to the edge of the grain. Figure 8.5b shows that as an external field is 
applied, the central reverse (black) domain decreases in size and the edge do-
main at the left of the grain disappears. The grain saturates at lOOmT as shown 
in figure 8.5c. With the exception of a a small reversely magnetized domain, 
figure 8.5d shows that the remanent state appears saturated. This contradicts 
the usual behaviour expected in grains of this size in which the remanent state 
should be a similar multi-domain state to the original state. Patterns such as the 
ones shown in figure 8.5d have been interpreted as being either (a) a metastable 
mostly SD state, or (b) a surface pattern which shields a multi-domain interior. 
Although the grain shown in figure 8.5 is an order of magnitude larger than 
the grains modelled in this study, similar features can be seen in both the model 
H=-5mT 
H-3OmT 
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(a) initial state. (d) H=OmT 
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t H 
I ____ 2Om 
H+1OmT 
H+1OOmT 
Figure 8.5. Dependence of the domain structure with an externally applied field 
for a 80m magnetite grain. Magnetization components parallel to the applied 
field are shown as white and components anti-parallel as black (from Heider 1992). 
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and the experimental observations. The remanence state D, shown in figures 7.11 
and 7.12 has a similar surface magnetization to the pattern shown in figure 8.5d. 
The surface domain pattern in figure 7.12d consists of a large main domain and 
two smaller anti-parallel domains at the edge of the grain. Although the ori-
entation of the large surface domain is anti-parallel to the field, as opposed to 
the domain in figure 8.5 which is parallel, Heider and Hoffman (1992) also re-
ported domain observations in which the central domain was in the anti-parallel 
direction to the applied field. Hysteresis simulations were not possible using the 
64 x 64 >< 64 resolution model due to the prohibitive computer time. However for 
grains larger than 1gm, it is likely that the vortex in the centre of D transforms 
to the lamellar domains seen in the centre of figure 5.17b. 
Other techniques such as magnetic microforce microscopy (MFM) image the 
surface magnetization. The technique employs a sharp magnetic tip attached to a 
flexible cantilever. The tip is placed close to the sample surface (typically within 
10-500nm) and interacts with the stray field emanating from the sample. The 
image is formed by scanning the tip over the sample and measuring the force as 
a function of position. MFM images of domain walls on large grains have been 
observed in magnetite (Williams et al 1992). The model predicts that for grains 
of size 1m in width, curved domains walls such as those shown in figures 5.17d 
and 7.14a will be observed. 
8.6 Suggestions for future research 
One important aspect of the results from this study is that complex magneto-
elastic effects do not have to be assumed to model the magnetization in PSD 
grains. This is still an interesting effect which could be studied, I studied the 
effect of screw dislocations on the magnetization by using the linear stress field 
(equation 3.16) and although most of the results were inconclusive, a few results 
showed domain walls which were pinned by the dislocation (in a similar manner 
to the results for vacancies). Even if the complex PDEs which determine the 
magneto-elastic effect are not solved, the relationship between coercivities and 
the number and position of dislocations could be modelled using a simple linear 
stress effect. 
The high resolution is the main feature of the model described in this study 
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and enables several configurations of interacting grains to be modelled. At one 
extreme the computation space could be used to model arrays of SD grains in 
which each sub-cube represents a SD grain. Alternatively, configurations such as 
an array of several 8 >< 8 >< 8 vortex states could be modelled in order to study 
how interactions between grains affects non-coherent reversals. 
There are two aspects of the model which are important in considering TRM 
acquisition, either as a primary component or as a secondary viscous component. 
The first aspect is how the nature of vortex states depend on temperature and 
whether the number of LEM states is a function of temperature. This first as-
pect involves calculations similar to the ones presented in this study by which 
a range of LEM states are predicted between the Curie point (5800)  and room 
temperature. The second aspect is how the energy barriers between different 
states depend on the temperature This second aspect involves the constrained 
calculations by Enkin and Williams (1994) and are computationally expensive. 
It would also be interesting to predict how the stability depends on grain shape 
and elongation. The energy barriers between different octahedral LEM states 
would be interesting to model because results show that PSD octahedral grains 
can only occupy either single or double-vortex states. 
The model is also much more efficient that any previous models used to predict 
the processes operating in magnetic thin films. In particular using the CG method 
is a good balance between time consuming global search techniques and fast 
but limited steepest descent methods. The model could easily be extended to 
modelling thin films consisting of arrays of SD particles. If each sub-cube is a 
single particle then a 32 x 32 x 32, 3d model would be able to predict the behaviour 
of a 180 x 180, 2d array of SD particles. 
Chapter 9. Conclusion 
The combination of using the FFT algorithm and implementing the full mi-
cromagnetic model on a parallel computer results in an efficient model. This 
has allowed equilibrium states to be calculated using a maximum resolution of 
64 x 64 x 64 compared to 12 x 12 >< 12 for previous models. In addition the time 
taken to calculate equilibrium solutions at a resolution of 32 >< 32 x 32 was short 
enough to allow hysteresis curves to be simulated. Although the conjugate gra-
dient technique is restricted to searching for LEM states, its use was justified as 
the model predicts values of I[  and Mrs which are similar to those obtained from 
experimental measurements on synthetic magnetite grains. This in turn strongly 
suggests that LEM states are physically realistic. 
Results presented in chapter 5 confirmed the transition from SD states to 
flower states to vortex states predicted by previous 3d models. As a magnetite 
grain crystallizes, the magnetization first changes from a SD state to a flower 
state. However flower states are unlikely to be dominant in real grains as below 
0.1/am the deflection of the magnetization at the corners is insignificant and above 
O.1,um flower states become unstable. At d = 0.22gm there is a discontinuous 
jump from a flower state to a vortex state. At d = 0.4m the magnetization in 
the vortex state curls around a line which is at an angle of 400  to the cube edge. 
In grains smaller than 0.1gm the direction of the core is parallel to the (100) axis. 
The increased resolution enables the the transition from vortex states to do-
main states to be predicted, and shows that the transition is a gradual one. State 
D at d = 1.0,um is an intermediate state in which a two-domain shell surrounds 
an inner fan type structure. The magnetization in grains larger than 1.0pm form 
multi-domain states in which vortices become localized features confined to small 
regions in the grain. The domain states in cubic grains larger than 1m develop 
relatively complicated domain states with separate surface and interior domains. 
The magnet ocryst alline A comparison anisotropy causes domains in the interior 
of the grain to align along the (111) directions. The magnetostatic energy causes 
the surface domains to align parallel to the surface in order to reduce the number 
of magnetic surface charges. The magnet ocryst alline anisotropy then aligns these 
surface domains in the (110) directions. 
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The difference in direction between the internal domains and the surface do-
mains mean that simulated Bitter patterns image neither the surface magnetiza-
tion patterns or the interior bulk magnetization. These results suggest that any 
experimentally observed Bitter patterns on grains smaller than 4m should not 
be taken to be representative of either the surface magnetization nor the inter-
nal bulk magnetization. The model predicts that techniques such as the MFM 
method which image the surface magnetization will image curved domain walls 
in grains smaller than 4/Lm. Comparisons with experimentally observed domain 
patterns in larger grains suggest that there is a threshold grain size at which 
surface domains become large enough to be imaged by Bitter patterns. 
Chapter 5 also showed that by varying the sign of the magneto crystalline 
anisotropy constant from negative to positive, two-dimensional lamellar domain 
states become occupied. Because of this Bitter patterns for cubic grains of iron 
predict domain patterns similar to those observed experimentally. 
Chapter 6 presented results for non-cubic grains which included spherical, 
elongated, and octahedral grains. These results predicted that the transition 
from SD states to flower states to vortex states is a general transition for mag-
netite regardless of grain shape. High resolution results for octahedral grains also 
predict a similar gradual transition from vortex states to domain states to that 
seen in cubic grains. In addition the transition between states occurs at similar 
sizes for both octahedral grains and cubic grains. These are; from SD states 
to flower states (0.1im), from flower states to vortex states (0.2gm) and from 
vortex states to domain states ( 1gm). Octahedral grains introduce an addi-
tional shape anisotropy which makes the line running between the two octahedral 
apexes a hard direction. This hard direction causes the domains states in grains 
smaller than 4m to align along the (110) directions in preference to the (111) 
magneto crystalline easy directions. 
Chapter 7 predicted the coercivity for SD rotation to be H = 38.2mT, only 
slightly larger than the analytic result of I1 = 34.7mT. Therefore Néel's SD the-
ory is still applicable for grains smaller than 0.07gm despite their non-uniform 
magnetization. At 	predicted values for MTS /MS are 15% lower than ex- 
perimental values; M,, IM, = 0.112 and M,, IM, = 0.095±0.031 for experimental 
and predicted values respectively. The predicted coercivity is 39% lower than the 
experimental value, H = 10.6mT and I[ 	6.5 ± 3.9mT for experimental and 
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predicted results respectively. The discrepancy in the coercivity can be explained 
by the range of grain sizes which occurs in the experimental sample. 
Simulated hysteresis curves for grains between 0.1 < d < 1.0im showed that 
the reversal mechanism is by vortex propagation. However cubic grains can oc-
cupy one of several separate vortex states at saturation remanence. These states 
are distinguished by three features; the angle which the vortex core makes with 
the crystalline axes, the size of the core and variations in the direction of the 
magnetization at the edge of the grain. At a particular grain size each of these 
states is a lower energy LEM state than the vortex states described in chapter 5. 
In addition there is a general relationship between the energy and the moment of 
the vortex states, high energy vortex states have high moments and low energy 
vortex states low moments. These results show that PSD moments in grains be-
tween 0.1tm and 1.0tm can be attributed to high energy vortex states with high 
moments. 
The shape of octahedral grains restricts the number of LEM states available 
to a grain. At saturation remanence the magnetization can occupy either a single-
vortex state or a double-vortex state depending on the direction of the applied 
field. The variation in the magnetization which occurs in cubic vortex states does 
not occur in the single-vortex octahedral state. Although the single vortex-state 
is a low moment state, the double-vortex state is a high energy, high moment 
LEM state. This shows that both cubic and octahedral grains can contribute to 
PSD remanences. 
A transition occurs at d = 1.0gm between reversal by simple vortex propaga-
tion and more complicated reversals by domain processes. If a field is applied in 
the hard direction for a 1.0gm cubic grain then the saturation remanence state 
consists of a vortex structure confined to the centre of the grain, and lamellar 
domains at the sides. This state has a high moment and a high coercivity. If a 
field is applied in the easy direction then multi-domain processes operate with 
associated low values for M,, and H. 
Simplified models for PSD stability can be considered in terms of the reso-
lution of the model. For cubic grains smaller than 0.2tm the coercivities for a 
12>< 12>< 12 model agree with results from the 32 x 32 >< 32 model. The increased 
resolution of the model increases the predicted values of M 5/M5 and brings them 
close to experimental values. Also the strong shape anisotropy of the octahedral 
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grains means that the vortex states are as well defined at a resolution of n = 12 
as at n = 64. Therefore calculations which aim to determine the energy barrier 
between LEM states for grains smaller than 0.2im can be done using low resolu-
tion models. Grains of size ljtm involve domain process and require resolutions 
of size 32 x 32 x 32. 
Appendix A. Superparamagnetic 
threshold 
The upper limit to the size of superparamagnetic grains may be calculated using 
Néel's (1955) relaxation expression, 
r = f 1  exp(EB/kbT) 	 (A.1) 
where EB is the energy barrier to domain reversal. For cubic grains the energy 
barrier is solely a magnet ocryst alline energy barrier. For cubic anisotropy the 
energy barrier is given by the [110] direction and the [111] direction, 
EB = Ek[110] - E'[111] 	 (A.2) 
where Ek[110] and Ek[111]  are the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energies for the 
[110] and [111] directions of magnetization. Ek[110] = —Kiv/3 and Ek[111] = 
—Kiv/4 where K1 is the first order magneto crystalline constant and v is the 
volume of the grain. Thus EB = Kiv/12 and equation A.1 becomes, 
r = ft 1  exp(Klv/12kbT) . 	 (A.3) 
The threshold size for superparamagnetic behaviour can be determined by rear-
ranging A.3 for d, 
d = [12kbT1n(f0'r)/Kl ] 113 . 	 (A.4) 
The frequency factor, fo = 109s is the frequency at which the grain attempts to 
reverse direction. The frequency factor is difficult to determine exactly, Aharoni 
(1973) describes how to calculate fo  for cubic anisotropy. However the value of 
d is is insensitive to the exact value of fo.  Equation A.4 gives a lower limit of 
0.044tm for r9 	is and fo = 109s' and an upper limit of c13 = 0.048um 
for r = iOOs and fo = 1010s 1 . 
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Appendix B. Implementation on the 
CM-200 
The model was coded in CM-Fortran which is similar to Fortran 90 and I imple-
mented the CG routine to run on the CM-200 without any external library calls. 
I found that not only did the FFT speed up the magnetostatic energy calculation 
but it was the only algorithm which I could implement on a parallel machine such 
as the CM-200. Other algorithms for calculating the magnetostatic energy, such 
as a dipole approximation did not improve the performance sufficiently. 
The model was also coded in F77 and table B.1 compares computation times 
obtained from a Stardent serial computer with the CM-200. The combination 
of the FFT algorithm and the parallel computer results in very fast run times, 
taking into account the fact that the GS1000 is a four processor vector machine 
and the CM-200 a N =16000 processor parallel machine the computation time 
for the CM-200 model is faster by approximately 1/(4N). 
The CG routine requires only a few matrix multiplications and E,  Ea and 
are local terms. The computationally time consuming calculation is the FFT 
routine. The code is portable except that a proprietary FFT routine optimized 
for the CM-200 was implemented. 
Stardent GS 1000 
CM-200 
Serial alg. FFT alg.  
One energy + gradient calculation 65536 s 1053 s 1.352 s 
Total time for hysteresis curve 10334 days 166 days 307 mm. 
Table B .1. Comparison of run times for the hysteresis curve shown in figure 7.10a 
using a 32 x 32 x 32 resolution. The times for the GS1000 have been extrapolated 
by multiplying the time for one energy and gradient calculation by 13625, the 
number of calculations used by the CM-200. 
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CM-Fortran 
To increment each value of a two-dimensional array A by 1 in Fortran 77 the 
familiar loop construct is used. 
do 30 i1,4 




CM-Fortran is functionally similar to Fortran-90 in that it dispenses with the 
array subscripts and the above operation is simply expressed as 
A=A+1 
Parts of arrays can be specified, for example to copy the first row of A into B 
would require writing: 
B(1, :)A(1, :) 
Examples of energy calculations 
An array of magnetization directions 0, qj.,. . . ON, ON denoted by x is allocated 
and the cartesian components c, 9, 'y  calculated and stored in the arrays alpha,beta 
and gamma (of dimension 3). 
Local energy terms 
For an applied field with cartesian components Hx, Hy and Hz and magnitude 
Hmag the code for calculating Eh  would look like, 
Eh = Hmag*(delta**3)*sum( Hx*alpha + Hy*beta+ Hz*gamma) 
where 1 is the width of the subcube and sum (A) returns the sum of all the elements 
in array A. A similar expression is used for the anisotropy energy, 
Ea = K1*(delta**3)*sum( alpha**4 + beta**4+ gamma**4) 
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Exchange energy 
The exchange energy can be calculated using the operator eoshift (A, dim, shift) 
a feature which shifts the array A by an amount shift in the direction dim. For 
a two-dimensional array A where A is either c, 3 or 
	
1234 	 0123 
A= 1 2 3 4 Aeoshift(A,1,1) =A= 0 1 2 3 . (B.1) 
1234 	 0123 
To calculate the exchange using the linear approximation requires: 
Ee=sum(alpha*eoshift(alpha,1,1)+beta*eoshift(beta,2,1) 
+gamma*eoshift (gamina,3, 1) 
with similar expression for the other 2 components, beta and gamma. 
The boundary conditions for the 5 point formulation can be satisfied by setting 
shift2, 
1234 	 0012 
A= 1 2 3 4 eoshift(A,1,2) =A= 0 0 1 2 	(B.2) 
1234 	 0012 
So 
fplus2eoshift (A, 1,2) 
fplus2(1, :)=A(2, :) 
fplus2(2, :)A(1, :) 
would give 
2112 
fplus2 = 2 1 1 2 	 (B.3) 
2112 
where fplus2 represents fi+2  in equation 4.7. The code for the total energy 
energy then looks like, 
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Ee=alpha(-fplus2+16 . *fplusl-30*alpha+16*fminusl-fminus2) 
Ee-Ce*delta*sum(ee)/24 
with similar expressions for beta and gamma. These calculations also have to be 
repeated by shifting fplusl, fminusl... in each of the other two dimensions. 
Magnetostatic energy 
The six arrays W', W, W, W, WOO and Wyly need to be calculated and 
transformed only once at the beginning of the calculation. Each energy calcula-
tion requires calculating the Fourier transform of a, /3 and 'y  and calculating 
edconj g (alphafft) *bet afft*Wxyfft 
eded+O . 5*conjg(alphafft)*alphafft*Wxxfft 
ed=ed+conjg(betafft)*gainmafft*Wyzfft 
eded+O . 5*conjg(betafft)*betafft*Wyyfft 
eded+conjg(alphafft)*gammafft*Wxzfft 
eded+O . 5*conj g(gammafft) *gaimrtafft*Wzzfft 
edtotalsum(ed)* (delta**3)*uO*(Ms**2) /real (n*n*n*8) 
where ed is a three-dimensional array of the same size as alphafft (2m x 2m x 2n). 
Table B.2 compares the accuracy of both serial and FFT demagnetizing energy 
calculations using a 8 x 8 >< 8 resolution for various structures. The analytical 
value for the 2D state is calculated using 
E/ESD = 	{F(1, 1) - F(1, 0) + 2[F(0.5, 0) - F(0.5, 1)11, 	(B.4) 
where the function F is derived by Rhodes and Rhowlands (1954) and is similar 
to that given in appendix C. 
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State 





vortex 0.09755558 0.09755134 0.09755600 N/A 
flower 0.68288064 0.68287811 0.68288102 N/A 
two-domain 0.51223388 0.51223441 0.51223427 1 0.512233875 
Table B.2. Comparison of accuracy of magnetostatic energy calculations for 
different machines (All energy values were calculated in double precision.) 
Appendix C. Interaction co-efficients 
The demagnetizing energy arises from the Coulomb dipole-dipole interactions 
between the elemental sub-cubes of the model. The magnetostatic energy between 
two dipoles is given by, 
Edi pole = 	3M32 (COS 2o- 	 (C.1) - 4irj or3  
where r is the distance between the dipole centres, 0 is their angular separation 
and M8 is the dipole magnetic strength. 
Much computer time can be saved by resolving each dipole into its equiva-
lent magnetostatic surface charges and evaluating the interaction between these 
charged sheets in the manner of Rhodes and Rowlands (1954). In this way the 
angular and spatial components of the interactions can be separated and the in-
variant spatial components evaluated once and stored in a look-up table. The 
angular component simply represents the varying magnetostatic charges on the 
surface as the direction of each elementary vector changes. 
If we represent the magnetostatic charges on a pair of interacting sheets in 
the xy plane as cr1 and 92, then the interaction energy Em is given by 
Em = 92 f f V(x2, Y2, z2)dx 2dy2 	 (C.2) 
where V(x2, Y2, z2 ) is the magnetic potential at the point (x 2, Y2, z2) on the second 
sheet, due to the magnetic charge of the first. Thus 
V(x2, Y2, z2) = a1 I dx1 / ((x2 - x1)2  + (y2 - yi)2  + z22)2dy1 	(C.3) 
io 	Jo 
where a and b are the dimensions of the sheets in the x and y directions respec-
tively. 
For one-dimensional models only interactions between parallel sheets need 
be evaluated, however for three-dimensional models both parallel and orthogonal 
interactions must be calculated. Care must be taken when evaluating the integral 
to ensure that the limits are of the same sign. The case of interacting parallel 
sheets has been described by Rhodes and Rowlands (1954), and can be described 
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in terms of a function .F(x, y, z). 
2.T(x, y, z) 	z 2  x sinh1( 	
x 	
) + xz sinh'( 	
z 	
) + i2z sinh(z/y) 
	
y2 + z2 2 + y2 
+y2x sinh'(x/y) + xyz tan' ((x
2 + Y2  + z2)1/2Y) 
xz 
2 
+y2(x 2 + y2 + z2)_h/2  + x2(x2  + 	+ z2(y2 + z2)_1/2 




wxyz (y2+z2 	 x2+y2 
- 
(x2  + z2)(x 2  + y2  + z2)_h/2 	22(2 + 
3 
y2(y2 + z2)h/2 	 (C.4) 
3 
for interaction between pairs of x - y planes. For interacting orthogonal planes 
the integral to be evaluated is similar to equation (B.3) except that for an xy 
plane interacting with an xz plane the integration in equation (B.2) is now over 
x and z. 	The result can be represented in terms of a function g(x, y, z): 
g(x,y,z) = xyz+ln(p+x)+ x 2  y 1n(p+:)+x2z ln(p+y) 
+-y 	In( X2 +y )+z In( X2 +z 12 12 
ln((z2  + y2)"2 + y) + 	ln((z2 + y2)"2 + z) 
1 3 	_ 1 X 	12 tan-' +-x tan (-) + -y x tan (-) 
6 yz 2 	xz 
+z2x tan'(
Pz 
 ) + zy(y2  + z2)'12 	
1 
- xyz ln(y2 + z2 ) - y3 ln(p + z)beta - z3 ln(p + y) 
_x2y ln(x2 + y2) - 12 ln(x2 + z2) - 	In(y) 
In(z) - I 7rX(X2 + 3y2 + 3z2 ) - 
I 
 pzy 	 (C.5) 
where p = (x 2  + y2  + z2)1/2. The functions needed for interactions between other 
pairs of orthogonal sheets can be obtained by symmetry. 
The convolution theorem requires the interaction between the sub-cube at 
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position i 	1, j = 1, Ic = 1 each of the other sub-cubes. The interaction 
coefficients in terms of the functions c between this sub-cube at position (1,1,1) 




(A + a,2A+ b, 2A + c)+ 9(A+a,2A + b,c)+g(a,2A-I- b,A+ c)+ 
(2A + a, 2A + b, A + c)] - 
49(A + a, b, A + c) + g(a, b, 2A + c) + g(a, b, c) + 
9(2A+a,b,2A+c)+9(2A+a,b,c)+4[9(A+a,A+b,2A+c)+ 
(A + a,A+ b,c)+g(a,A+ b,A +c)+ 9(2A+a,A+ b,A +c)+ 
(A + a, 2A + b, A + c)] + c(a, 2A + b, 2A + c) + g(a, 2A + b, c) + 
(2A + a, 2A + b, 2A + c) + (2A + a, 2A + b, c) 
and from symmetry 
W(a,3,y) = W(6,a,y) 	 (C.6) 
W(a,/3,y) = WO' ('y,/9,a) 	 (C.7) 
The coefficient WOO is given by: 
WOO = 2[(F(2A+a,A+b,2A+c)+F(2A+a,A+b,c)+ 
4(A+a,A+b,A+c)+F(a,A+b,2A+c)+F(a,A+b,c)+ 
.F(2A + a, b, ,A + c) + 
T(A+a,b,2A+c)+T(A+a,b,c)+F(a,b,A+c)+ 
T(2A+a,2A+b,A+c)+T(A+a,2A+b,2A+c)+ 
.F(A + a, 2A + b, c) + .T(a, 2A + b, A + c)] - 
4{F(2A+a,A+b,A+c)+JF(A+a,A+b,2A+c)+ 
T(A+a,A+b,c)+T(a,A+b,A+c)]— 
T(2A + a, b, 2A + c) - F(2A + a, b, c) - 4F(A + a, b, A + c) + 
F(a, b, 2A + c) - F(a, b, c) - .T(2A + a, 2A + b, 2A + c) + 
T(2A+a,2A+b,c)-4F(A+a,2A+b,A+c)+ 
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.F(a, 2A + b, 2A + c) + .F(a, 2A + b, c) 
Because the limits of integration of equations C.2 and C.3 have to be split dif-
ferently depending on the relative positions of the interacting sheets the following 
conditions have to be taken into consideration; 
When i' 	1,j' 	1, k' = 1 
W = W = 0, W = W* and W = W, W = W, W = W 
When i" 	1,j" 	1, k' $ 1 
wap = W-0 -Y-Y WO 1̂ = W 	0 and W = W, WA6 = WO'e, WTY = W 
When i' 1,j = 1,k 1 
W = Wy = 0 , W = W* and W° = W, W = W30,6, W = W 
When i' 0 1,j' = 1,k' = 1 
W = W = W = 0 and W = W, WPe = Wff, W = wiyly  
When i' = 1,j' = 1,k' 	1 
W = W = W = 0 and Wac = W, W013 = Wf, W = W 
When i' = 1,j' 1, k' = 1 
WUO =
aW13 W 0 and W = W, W = Wf', W = W 
w13 = 4[9(A,2A+b,A+c)+c(A,i3,A+c)+ 
c(A, A + b, 'y) + c(A, A + b, 2A + c)] - 
2[49(A, A + b, A + c) + g(A, 2A + b, y) + g(A, ,e, ) + 
g(A, 2A + b, 2A + c) + (A, 0, 2A + c)] 
And from symmetry 
W*(a,/3,y) = W*(/3,y,c) 
W*(a,/3,y) = W*( y,f3,a) 
The coefficient W100 is given by, 
W100 = 4(2.F(A, A + b, A) - .F(A, b, A) - .T(A, 2A + b, A)) 
and from symmetry 
Wi (a,3,'y) Wi(3,'y,a) 
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Wi (c,/3,'y) = Wi(/3,cE,'y) 
The coefficient W2'y is given by: 
W21f = 4[.F(2A + a, 0, A) - 2F(A + a, 0, A) + F(a, 0, A) 
—F(2A + a, A, A) + 2(A + a, A, A) - F(a, A, A)] 
And from symmetry 
W2 f(aB,y) = Wf('y,,c) 
W(a,3,y) = Wf(,a,'y) 
W = W220 W = W2 W = W 2a 
The coefficient W3 33 is given by 
Wf 3 = 2(,(2A + a, 0, 2A + c) - 21(2A + a, 0, A + c) + 2 77(A + a, 0, c) - 
2T(A+a,0,2A+c)+4F(A +a,0,A+c) - 2.T(A + a,0,c)+ 
T(a,0,2A+c) —2F(a,0,A+c)+F(a,0,c)) - 
2((2A+a,A,2A+c)-2F(2A+a,A,A+c)+ 
(2A+a,A,c)-2LT(A+a,A,2A+c)+4(A+a,A,A+c)-
2.F(A + a, A, c) + .F(a, A, 2A + c) - 2T(a, A, A + c) + 
F(a, A, c)) 
And from symmetry 
W(a,j3,'y) = W3 (a,'y,3) 
W3 (a,i3,'y) = W3 (/3,a,'y) 
W 	2[((2A+a,A+b,2A+c)+F(2A+a,A+b,y)+ 
4(A+a,A+b,AH-c)+(a,A+b,2A+c)H-F(a,A+b,y)+ 
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1(A + a, /3, 2A + c) + F(A + a, /3, 'y) + F(a, 3, A + c) + 
T(2A+a,2A+b,A+c)+.T(A+a,2A+b,2A+c)+ 
F(A + a, 2A + b, y) + F(, 2A + b, A + c)] - 
4[(2A + a, A+ b, A+ c) + J(A + a, A-F b, 2A + c)  + 
F(A+a,A+b,'y)+F(a,A+b,A+c)] - 
F(2A + a, 0, 2A + c) - .T(2A + a, 3, 'y) - 4(A + a,,3, A + c) + 
F(c, 3, 2A + c) - .T(a, /3, y) - F(2A + a, 2A + b, 2A + c) + 
F(2A + a, 2A + b, -y) — 4T(A + a, 2A + b, A + c) + 
F(c, 2A + b, 2A + c) + F(a, 2A + b, 'y) 
And from symmetry 
W4 (a,/3,'y) = W4 (a,y,/3) 
W4  au  (a,/3,'y) = W4 ('y,a,/3) 
The coefficient Wf is given by, 
Wff = 2((2A+a,A+b,A)-4T(A+a,A+b,A)+2F(a,A+b,A) 
—T(2A + a, b, A) + 2F(A + a, b, A) - T(a, b, c) 
—F(2A + a, 2A + b, A) + 2F(A + a, 2A + b, A) - .F(a, 2A + b, c)) 
And from symmetry 
C5ayz(06)1317) = C5axz(/3 ) a,'y) 
C5b(c,/3,y) C5az('y,/3,a) 
C 5b(a,/3,y) = C5a,z(/3,'y,a) 
C5CTY(a7 /37 'y) = C5axz(a,y,/3) 
C5C(a7/377) C5axz('y7a,13) 
Appendix D. The FFT algorithm 
This appendix shows how the magnetostatic energy can be calculated in fre-
quency space without calculating an inverse FFT. Using & to represent the dis- 
crete Fourier transform coefficients of u,o 	&, 
0r1 = j &k exp[_21rikl/N] 	 (D.1) 
Urn = 
I  E crk Fexp[-21rikn2/N] 	 (D.2) 
Wi_rn = 1 1:TTu exp[-27rik"(1 - m)/N] . 	(D.3) 
Equation 4.21 now becomes, 
Ed - [Lo 	 exp[-2iri[l(k + k") + m(k' - k")]/N] (D.4) 
- 8irN3  m k k' k" 
and using the definition of a delta function, 
S(k + k") N 	e_2 	k")1/N 
= 1 k + k = 0 	
(D.5) 
1=1 	 0 k+k"O 
Ed _ PO 	 &k&k1'Vk/6(k + k")S(k' - k") . 	(D.6) 87i-N k k' Ic" 
The first delta function has a value of 1 only when k" = -k and the second when 
-ic, 
Ed= Io 	 (D.7) 
4irN Ic 
and as the array W is an even function then W is real and it follows that W=W- j, 
giving, 
Ed - / O 	 (D.8) 
- 8irN Ic 
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Comparison between different FFT schemes 
One fundamental basis of the FFT method is that the interaction coefficient 
between two fundamental units (either charged sheets or sub-cubes) must be only 
a function of the relative positions between them, Figure D.1 shows how splitting 
the system into individual charged plates contradicts this tenet and increases the 
complexity of the algorithm. This does not prohibit the use of the FFT algorithm, 
however it does introduce some extra bookkeeping. 
Figure D.1. Discretization scheme as used by Berkov et al (1993), the system is 
split into charged plates without considering individual sub-cubes. Even though 
the interaction co-efficient between the pair A1,B1 and A2,B1  should be the same, 
in terms of the index notation the relative distance between them are different, 
the distance between A1 and B1 is 0 whilst the distance between A2,B1 is 1. 
On the orientation of the sub-cubes 
The arrays W are either even or odd in each dimension depending on the orienta-
tion of the plates. Figure D.2a shows three cubes A,B,C in the same plane with 
cube A being equidistant from B and C. The plates A_ and B_ are equidistant 
from A and C_ so the magnitude of W should be identical for both. However 
in order to satisfy this the sign of W needs to be modified for the combination 
A and C_ due to the different charges on the plates (- x - = +, + >< - 
Similarly for the other three interactions, 
AB —AC, AB —A-C+, AB —AC 	(D.9) 
This results in W being real and odd in the two i, j directions and even in the 
third and the corresponding FFT (W) is real and odd in two directions and even 
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Figure D.2. Arrangement of the surface charges for three sub-cubes in the same 
plane. 
Appendix E. Rotation of the 
co-ordinate system 
The two rotation matrices are given by, 
	
cos 0,,5lflOa 0 	S 
sin 0,,COSO, 0 y 
z I 	0 	0 	1 	z 
5' 
	 cos q 	0 —sin a 	S 
- 0 1 0 	y 
z' 	sin q a 0 cos 	Z 
Multiplying E.1 andE.2 gives the full transformation matrix, 
 
 
cos 0,, cos 0,, 	sin 9, —cosOa sin, 	S 
Y 
	_ 	—  sinOa cosq a Cos 0" 	sin °asin y 
	
(E.3) 
sin q a 	0 Cos 0" Z 
z 	 z 
iJ 
Figure Ed. Rotation of the co-ordinate system about the x axis and the z axis 
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